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TRIES CEILINGS FELL

COUNCIL

IN

SHIRK

PERSISTENT PUP

DOUli

SWEEPS

Minority Wants to Adjourn Had Parliament Been In Session Loss of Life Would
Till Monday But Are
Have Been Fearful.
Blocked In Effort.
CLAIM

UP TO COUNCIL NOW TO
SALARIES

House Passes Bill Which Will Save
Bernalillo Thousands ot Dollars Immediately.
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Special to The Evening Citizen.
Santa Fe, N. M., March. IB.
The manner in which the minor- lty machine in the council 1b
holding up Important legislation
was shown clearly this morning
when Mr. Duncan, by motions,
attempted to force on that body
an adournment until Monday,
though the desk, of the presl- dent contains work for all of
another month.
The fear that an attempt
would be made to pass the ap- proprlatton bill, which is de- manded dally by telegrams from
politicians and letters from tax- payers all over New Mexico,
was the cause for this action,
Six roll calls were had on the
adournment motions, Chaves,
Duncan, Mlera, Sargent, Sulzer
and Stockton nlways voting to
adjourn until Monday and oppos- Ing all other attempts to ad- Journ until Saturday. The vote
stood always six to six. Mr.
Dalies led in opposing adjourn- ment at such a time, favoring
adjournment until Saturday if
adjournment had to be taken,
passed the
These measures
council:
House bill No. 159, relative to
logging.
Council bill No. 3, property
rights of married persons; coun- ell concurring in house amend- men to.
House joint resolution to give
the Old Palace here to the gov- erment for an archeological
school.
House bill No. 18S, relative to
street crossings.
House bill No. 115, relative to
refund to territorial Institutions
fund for locating of lands. This
bill gives the Agricultural col- lege 12,000: University 11.552
and others received about an
average of $1,500, with about
$500 each to members of the
United States land commission
engl- and $1,200 for locating
neer.
House bill No. 178, to abolish
the public printer read second
time and sent to the committee
on judiciary.
Council bill No. 100, to pre- vent fake mining corporation
publcation, etc. Passed.
House bill No. 200, relative to
the care of patients at Miners'
hospital. Passed.
Council bill No. 76. relative to
fees in change of VMiwe. Passed.
The council Is in recess until
2 p. m.

The house amended house sub- stitute for house bill No. 31,
relative to salaries for county
officials, etc., by making the law
effective at once, In the reduc- tion of salaries in counties of the
first class. This bill reduces
the salaries of officials In Ber- nalillo county at once, if the bill
passes the council and Is signed,
The house then took up the gen- eral education bill in committee
of the whole.
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HAOETHAT FALL

WAS

MULT OF

TO SMITH

Ten Square Miles of Pittsburg
Are Now Under the

Has Given Up All Effort to
Send Thaw to an Insane

Water.

Asylum.
hopes smithTevioence

will convince the jury

,V."

Nicaragua Recognizes Revolutionists In Honduras as Government and Allies.

w1

Not Many Lives Are Lost but Immense Destruction of Property Is Result.

It

Pittsburg,

!

March

15.

That Thaw Had Deliberately Planned and With Equal Deliberation Murdered White.

Plttsburgers

New

York.

March

IS.

Delma

are amazed at the Immensity of the sprang a decided surprise upon Jer- flood in the Monongahela, Allegheny ome today by announclnk that be
and Ohio rivers, which has submerged would not cross examine afcy of the
ten square miles in the down town experts for the state In the Tnaw trial.
section of the city.
After reaching Jerome thereupon, during the mornn ing session, put Ave alienists
the highest stage ever known,
on the
feet, the water began to slowly stand one after another.
Claiming
recede. Enormous damage has been thlr familiarity with the hypothetical
caused, over 100,00 persons are tem- questions put to experts for the deporarily thrown out of employment, fense and also with Jerome's 15,0t
and every transportation company In word exposition of evidence, they deSkiffs are car- clared their opinion that at the time
the city Is crippled.
rying hundreds of people to their Thaw shot and killed Whlti he knew
places of business.
Twenty fatalities the nature of his act and knew that
have occurred in Allegheny county, the act was wrong.
directly due to high water.
Four
Dr. Alem McU Hamilton, who had
massive bridges were threatened ow- been summoned as a witness in the
ing to a heavy ice gorge which came case, had a long conference with Del- down the Allegheny river, and it Is mas and others of Thaw's counsel bebelieved that they have been greatly fore the morning's session.
weakened.
When
Jerome proposed calling
That the bridges have
not been swept away la considered Hamilton he seemed to have the In-

,

'

thirty-seve-

TWO-CEN- T

RAILROAD FARE RILLS HAVE HKEJf A FF.ATURR IN MANY STATE LEGISLATURES THIS
WINTER NEWS ITEM.

they were almost Inaccessible, and
with railroad facilities, this section
will be as prosperous as any in Flor- Ida. The Plant City, Arcadia & Gulf
has traffic arrangements with tne
Seaboard, which practically gives It
entrance to Tampa. In fact, it Is
probable that Its trains will run over
REVOLUTION TRIUMPHS IN
the
tracks Into Tampa
STATU OF HONDURAS. whenSeaboard
it Is completed. This line will
Managua, March 15. The Nlcar-agua- n go southward about
fifteen miles
government today Issued a de- west of the Atlantic Coast line, and
cree recognizing the provisional gov- wll be extended as rapidly as rails
ernment of Honduras and declaring can be obtained.
Its members to be allies of Nicaragua.
The last battle fought between the
Nicaraguans and the Hondureans was RKNKITT CONCERT
FOR EM IL FISCHER.
so decisively in favor of the former
New York, March 15. A benefit
that it is believed it will result in end- concert
for Emll Fischer, the German
ing the war.
General Melecio basso, who
sang the role of Hans
Merino and other Hondurean officers Sach
was
when "Die Melsterslnger"
were killed.
presented for the first time at the
Metropolitan opera house, was given
NKW FLORIDA RAILROAD
this afternoon at the Metropolitan
IS EXTENDING SOUTHWARD. opera house. This is the fiftieth anof Mr. Fischer's appearance
Jacksonville,
Fla., March 15. A niversary
the stage. He sang Hans Sach
railroad that will open up a splendid on
In
act of "Die Melstersing-er.- "
the
third
section of Florida Is the Plant City,
Mr. Conrled gave the use of
Arcadia & Gulf. The line is already
completed to the Menlnger phosphate the opera house.
plant, one of the largest phoirphate
plants In Florida, and the road. Is In AMERICAN SMELTING COMPANY PAYS DIVIDEND.
operation twenty miles south of
New York, March 15. Contrary to
Plant City. The company Is now
putting down heavier rails. This the expectation of many stockholders
road will be extended southward ns of the American Smetling and Refinrapidly as possible. How far It will ing company, who believed that the
extend has not yet been positively greatly Increased earnings of that
determined.
It will run through a corporation would induce the direcsection which has no railroads, and tors to raise the rate on the common
yet the country that it will traverse stock from 7 per cent to 10 per
Is the oldest settled In this part
of cent year, no change was made In
Florida. No better lands can be the rate, and stockholders will get the
found In the state. They were fer- usual dividend of one and
tile enough to attract settlers when
on the preferred stock.
.

three-quarte-

RAILROAD OFFICIALS FEAR EFFECTS OF STATE LAWS

a
a'

They Believe Federal Government Can
Evolve System of General Regula9i
tion That Will Insure Fa!r
Treatment of Shippers.
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Unparalleled Conditions Confront Surgeons When Letter Carrier's Back
by a
Say He Will Recover.

CABINET

DID NOT ACT STOCKS

WALL STREET

ON

AIL

FLURRYJODAY

TOOK A
ALONG

RISE
THE

LINEJODAY

Cortleyou Saldj No Further Some Arrangements Made
Aid Had Been Asked
Last Night Proved
by Wall Street.
Successful.
PRESIDENTS,
U. S. TREASURY AND
WONT VISIT ROOSEVELT
LONDON HELPED MARKET

RAILWAY

Washington,
15. There
March
were several references during the
cabinet mcetlog todpy lf, the financial
sltutloru..but so tai as Van be ascertained there were no new developments.
One of the members expressed the opuiion that the flurry appeared to be over.
Cortelyou was
asked whether there had been additional calls for help from the financial district In New York, and replied
in the negative.
Railroaders Not Reported.
The president is still without word
from the railway otliclals who, it is
said, are coming to Washington at
Morgan's suggestion to talk about the
relations between the railroads and
the government.
Tlicy Won't Come.
New York, March 15. It Is underpresistood that the four railroad
dents, whose visit to President Roosevelt was suggested by J. P. Morgan,
have decided not tn go.
LEAD
FORMER SENATOR

III RTON

REIEASIIl O.N MARCH 22.
Abilene, Kan., March 15. A
received at his home today
from Ironton, Mo., where he Is In Juil,
says that former Senator J. K. Burton
was oltlcially notified that he will be
released or. March 22. He will, he
wires, be in Abilene upon the day
mes-sca-

The first prices In the stock market
today showed large .advance
from
. .
,
yesterday's close.
Buying was renewed on a largo
scale through the list when the effectiveness of the support was demonstrated.
Trading by noon approximated 1,000,000 shares.
Several of
the less prominent members of the
exchange were helped out of difficulties today, according to current
but there were no failures.
. This evidently was the result of the
protective
measures adopted over
night.
The llrst upward lllght of
prices was immediately taken advantage of to resume unloading of stocks,
manner which revlvpil thn nniiiHlnel
prevalent
yesterday.
Fluctuation
were very wild and feverish for a
time.
The buoyant rise In Loudon
was the prime factor In lifting the
prices here, and orders Issued by the
secretary of the treasury after the
close of the market yesterday gave
nope of relief In the money strln
gency, although considerable confu
sion is tthown in opinions as to how
great the effect will be. Large disbursements In dividends today are
also expected to help the money market. Ureat satisfaction Is expressed
that no failures resulted from yesterday's violent unsettlement.

marvelous by river men.
Guests In the Lincoln, Colonial, Annex and Anderson hotels, situated In
the midst of the Hood zone, are
marooned and are watching the high
water from tho windows. Four theaters are flooded, and will be for several duys. At the First National bank
building the basement Is submerged
to a depth of several feet, and strenuous efforts are being made to protect
the dynamos which generate power
for the Western Union Telegraph
company. The office of the Associated Press is located In this building
and it was momentarily expected during the night that the wires of these
organisations would fall.
Strenuous elTorts of a force of men,
assisted by a Are engine, saved the
dynamos, but shortly before 9 o'clock
the electric light dynamo succumbed
to the effect of the waters.
Outside of Pittsburg damage running into millions of dollars hajt been
done. ' Many towns are entirely cut
off from this city, thousands of families have been forced from their
homes, and it Is expected that these
conditions will prevail for several
days.
At Wheeling, W. Va., great damage
has been done and train and telegraph service Is shut off. The crest
of the Hood has not yet reached that
point.
To add to the confusion In Pittsburg, two early morning fires broke
out.
The firemen experienced great
dltllculty in fighting the flames, owing
shortage
of water in the mains,
to a
caused by the volume of water which
has demoralized everything.

Six Hundred Families Homclcwi.
Zanesville, Ohio, March 15. The
crisis of the local flood here has
passed. The river reached the stage
feet. Six hundred famof thirty-tw- o
ilies are homeless.

Illglicttt in

Years.
Ohio, March 15.
The river is higher here than since
1884.
One pottery plant and one
brick works were burned this morning. All the potteries were closed.
The electric light plant Is Hooded. The
following.
PROPOSKD I"OR MANAGER
waterworks are out of conimltwlon
OXK IICXDRKD AND SIXTY
Of AMI'JIICAN CONGO CO. and the reserve supply is running
Urussells, March 16. At the meet- low.
COUNTS HOLD ON WALSH
Chicago, March 16. Judge An- ing of the American Congo company
Twenty-fou- r
today
(Street Submerge!.
the t,rigo authortij proderson In the federal court today sustained the demurrer filed by tne at- posed that It. Dorsey Mohun,
15.
Wellesville,
Ohio,
March
torneys of John It. WalBh, former
consul at Poma, Congo In- Twenty-fou- r
streets here are under
president of the Chicago National dependent state, he appointed Afri- water. About 300 houses are flooded.
bank, to twenty-tw- o
counts in the can manager of the company. It Is
indictments charging htm with mis- expected that the representatives of
Cincinnati In Dunger.
use of the funds of the bank, but the company In the United States
Cincinnati, March 15. The Ohio
overruled the demurrer to the re- will agree to Mr. Mohun's appoint- continued
to rise slow ly today, recordment.
maining counts, 10 In number.
ing four and a half feet above the
danger lino. Cool and clear weather
gives promise, but the fullness of
rivers above hold threats of worse
PEDAGOGUES THREATEN to
come.

TO ADOPT

FELI-CITAJR-

TIZ

petition was filed in the county
court this morning by S. Van Wagner,
asking to adopt a ililld, one Felicltas
girl. A counter
Ortiz, an
charge against the petition, praying
that a guardian be appointed for the
girl, and that she le not adopted by
Van Wagner, was l:.ed by Kllas Chavez.
It was xpec vd to reach an
agreement In the .iwe some time this
afternoon. All of the parties live at
Pajarlto, Bernalillo uunty.
A

TWO MURDERERS
SANTA

Is Broken

g.

VALLEY

AGE

Chicago, March 15. Several rail- which I have no doubt it will do, the
9 road officials whose lines center here railroads have nothing
to fear.
were Interviewed on the present con"I am heartily in sympathy with
It is plainly to be seen from the dition of affairs In the railway world. the movement which
has caused sevforegoing that Senator Sulzer has now President Stlckney of the Greut West eral of the railway presidents
to seek
ay
life,
orportunity
voting
the
of his
ern said:
an Interview with the president of tne
with the majority he can do some"I think the time has come when. United States.
thing for Bernalillo county, while If the whole regulation of railways
with the government
standing at the same time squarely can be done by the general govern- In laudable reforms
is a good thing,
on the platform on which he was ment and the discordant regulations and because railway presidents are
elected. Kvery one who wishes for by state governments can be elimin- willing to correct whatever mistakes
lower taxes should now write, and ated, a system of government regula- they may have made it Is not fair to
at once, to Senator Sulzer.
tion could gradually be evolved which ridicule them or to say that they are
would Insure all shippers fair and pleading with anyone."
RKGULAR I.KfilSLATIVE
equal treatment and which would give
A. J. Earling, president of the Chi; y
I k h i :i :l i
a V . to railway
Investments that stability cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, said:
Santa Fe, March 15. Hard work to values which is so desirable."
"It seems to me that a conflagrawas the watchword at the capitol
Benjamin L.
president of tion has been started which it will be
building Thursday. The council was the Rock IslandWinchell,
system, said:
pretty
difficult to stop before
has
in session In the morning and again
"Although the present situation Is burned Itself out. Where It willit lead
in the ufternoon and many important an unpleasant one, both from
a rail to or whom or what it will consume
measures were considered.
road standpoint and from a general It Is difficult to guess. I am not an
Apiiroprintioii Hill Referred
business standpoint, I do not view the alarmist, but if the unwise persecuChief in Importance of all matters situation quite as alarmingly as some tion of the railroads by the state legof the present assembly, the approp- seem to. I believe that the most dan- islatures
does not cease Immediately
riation bill, came up for first reading gerous feature with respect to the I am afraid
there will be trouble.
at the afternoon session. Mr. Dun- rate situation
Is the crop of
am
In sympathy with the pur"I
can moved that the bill be read the passenger laws which is being har- pose of producing
better undersecond time under suspension ,of the vested all over the west. If the In- standing between thea government
and
rules and be then referred to the com- terstate Commerce commission
perrailroads and between the railmittee on nuance. Mr. Dalles wanted forms Its work sanely and wisely, the
people."
roads
and
the
the bill referred to the committee of
the whole for prompt consideration
but the chair held thnt the motion to
suspend the rules was In order. Mr.
Dalies then made his motion as an VERTEBRAE FRACTUREDSPINAL CORD UNINJURED
amendment to the motion by Mr.
Duncan. This motion being put, the
vote stood 4 ayes 8 nays. Mr. Dalies,
Spless, Martinez and Hichards voting
yes. The motion of Mr. Duncan to
refer the bill to the finance committee was put and prevailed, the big bill
going to that committee for consideration and report thereon.
The bill could have passed the
A precouncil Thursday afternoon.
Truck-Physici- ans
liminary canvas of that body showed
was
In
favor
sentiment
of the
that
measure with the exception of one or
two members who dared not favor it
for fear of retaliation in other lines.
Letters, telegrams and petitions continue to your into Santa Fe to the
New York, March 15. Lying with preparations were mado to perform
councilman from their various
demanding the enactment his back broken since Feb. 21, when 'an oneratlon on the Iniiireil n,u
Dr. James P. Fiske and Dr. J. Walof tier till Into law, and that prompthe fell under the wheels of a trurk in lace
Iieverldge, members of the hosly. It Is no secret that the minority Fifth avenue, Aloya
J.
a
pital
llartman,
staff, were selected to do the
is bending every effort to defeat the letter carrier, was operated
In
on
the
work.
Mil, appropriations and nil. despite New
York hospital Wednesday, and Is
Aware that the slightest movement
the fai t that it does more for the edu- now on
way
complete recovery, of Hartman might cause Injury to and
cational, penal and other Institutions accordinghisto the tohospital
physicians.
Immediate paralysis of the spinal
of New Mexico than any piece of legThat Hartman has not died since cord, with fatal results, the
surgeons
islation ever enacted. In addition It he was hurt
Is
due,
according
phyto
suspended
him wllli bunds beneath
provides fur home rule In a form de- sicians, to a condition that is unparalbis chin and arms.
manded by the voters of New Mexleled In surgical history.
Then the fractured bone was drawn
ico.
y
Recently
an
examination
Into position and a plaster cast from
(Vnimil on
showed
wus
there
that
a
complete
to thighs was fixed about him.
armpits
Several days ugo the house passed fracture of the first lumbar vertebra.
Ilartman's case, in which the vertestrong
bill which The surgeons were amazed that there
:i
bra was fractured and yet there was
js introduced by Mr. Sanches of had been no pressure or apparent le- no
injury to the spinal cord. Is acsion of the spinal cord, which would cording to the hospital officials,
the
t Continued on Vuis
l'our.)
have been fatal, and immediately first known in medical surg'.-ry- .
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EVERYTHING

AIL THE TOWNS BELOW

fit. Petersburg.
March 15. The
celling of the hall In the Taurldg.
palace, where the lower house of par
liament meets, collapsed at 6 o'clock
this morning, causing a widespread
wrecKage among the seats Delow.
Though many rumors are circulated that the falling of the celling
was a plot to interfer with the meeting of parliament, its purely accidental character was clearly established.
Examination showed that the nails
and other fastenings binding the celling to the rafters had not been replaced slnec the time of Catherine II,
and that they broke under the weight
of new decorations.
A terrible catastrophe would have
resulted If the fall had occurred during the session of the house.
The
session was held today in the rotunda
at the entrance of the palace.

m

mh

FEARFUL FLOOD JEROME FROSTS

HALL

DUTY

COUNTY

Ths Ivaning Vitiien, m
Delivers by CseHees. to aanta ear

BE-FO-

RE

FE COURT

court toduy
The territorial
had under consideration the cases of
the territory vs. Ju.ci Garcia, and the
territory vs. liamundo Ranqulllo,
both of whom vsiie charged with
Both
murder In the liit degree.
cases are Well kiwwn.
Uarcla Is
charged ,vlth the n.jrder of his aged
brother In Santa l e several month
ago and has been ut on bail in anticipation of his trril.
Konqulllo la
charged with the killing ot Rufus
at
Tucker, after an entertainment
Santa Fe about one year ago.

'I.ovi:r

hi low

pi:xs

AT SCRWTON, PA.
Scranton, Pa., March 15. A Itower
show opened here today, and la very

popular,
ticipating
novelty.
ery line,

all classes of citizens parin the show, whhii Is a
Tho display of flowers Is
and also very voluminous.

TO STRIKE AT CO- L-

Colorado Springs, March 15. The
teachers of Colorado Springs have
decided to strike for higher wage.-)They have, in effect, formed a union
and prepared a demand for a maximum of S)Cu Instead of $780, which
1m the high mark
now.
It is pointed out that of the ninety-nin- e
elementary teachers employed in
this (lty only nine board. The others
"camp out," so to speak, In order 13
make both ends meet.
The teachers
have not gone at the matter of asking for more pay In a haphazard sort
ot way, but have compiled statistics
to prove the Justice of their cause.
They are ready to show that at the
present scale of wages teachers are
unable to properly provide for themselves.
Two are at present in hospitals, and as a result will be in debt
at the end of the year.
Another, who recently died. It is
declared, did not leave enough money
for her burial expenses, because sha
was unable to save it out of the pittance allowed "her.
She had been
eight years In tho public service.
Comparisons are offered with salaries paid to clerks in the employ of
the city and to others, fw of whom,
It Is pointed out, work as hard and aa
faithfully for the public as the average school teacher.
She spends her
life imparting knowledge to the children of others and reaps no reward.
The demand for an Increase, whlcn
will be made within a few days to tho
board of education, revives the Walker incident of several weeks ago.
Walker had been Instructor In English at the high school fur several
years uud his asking for an increase
In salary led to him becoming "sas-iyto the board and hU subsequent
.

"'

Twenty-llire- c

East Liverpool,

i

IV HONOR
OF ANDRKW JU'ksOV
Klt,t',-ln,l,ULI'
N'ftf Vfll'lt
K
Jackson, seventh presl. lent of the
1'nlted States, was born In South
Carolina nn l:int, l '. 177 in .,,.
or of the MOth anniversary of his
birth, one of the greatest democrats,
the Jackson club of the thli
assembly district, will hold u smoker
tonight, at which speeches will lie
delivered by distinguished democrat.
laine iiuiuoer i inner orK'tlilatlnns will celebrate tlie noted democrat president, and hero of New
HMOKKK

'

tention of proving Thaw to be suffering from, incurable Insanity.
Than
came the dlscoverey of James' Clinch
Smith's testimony as to Thaw's rational conversations upon the Madison Square roof garden,
and his
roaming about the place as if looking
victim,
man
his
became
who
for the
and Jerome switched his policy to
pressing the trial to a conclusion upon
the Indictment for murder in the first
degree.
Hamilton has expressed the opinion,
that Thaw wns insane when he saw .
him in the Tombs and that he re- mains to.
I
.

WALL STREET

,

AND

ROOSEVELT AGREE

Governor Kibbey Is to Lose
His Job Joint Statehood
the Object.
A dlsputch to the Kansas City Journal from Washington, dated March
12, says: There Is a fierce and wild
announcement about the
plans of
Wall street for joint statehood of Arizona and New Mexico.
Governor Kibbey, of Arizona, is t
be ousted.
He has always opposed
Joint statehood, as he hopes to be
able to live In that country after he
Is out of a Job.
Somehow and 111
some way he is to be ousted by
President Roosevelt, the only power
that can do the Job.
Governor Hagerman, of New Mexico, is to continue to
He
has always been "right" with the
president and with his long necessity
for invading the arid region he retains his St. Louis only and original
influence. He continues for Join',
statehood and Is loudly cheered by
Wall street on certain hand games,
hence he will not be ousted by President Roosevelt.
As to the plan: Kibbey Is to be
ousted by Roosevelt and Roosevelt
put In a decoy governor to draw the
puy; this new man "appoints" delegates to a constitutional convention.
Hagerman. of New Mexico, act
similarly. Thus a statehood convention Is boosted to act oltlcially for the
Congress will
Wall street end of It.
puss an enabling act under direction
und tin- new state of ArlmeXlco will
be admitted.
This seems to be another section of the simple life.
Having ho many members of tho
cabinet from New York city. It is
thought that the state board governor
for Arizona will be appointed from
the stale of Ohio under the dirrctlnn
of Secretary Taft.

l'our Drowned at Purkersburg.
V. Va., March 15.
Parkersburg.
Four persons were drowned late last
night in an effort to escape from a
tottering home ut Riverside to a pluco
of safety from the flood.
William
Francis, wife, daughter and son were
They had gone but a RKJ
the victims.
few yards from their home when the
torrent overturned their skiff.
IRON COMPANY OPKNS
IP FOR lUMMXS TODAY,
Anniston, Ala., March 15. The
Woodstock Iron company Is selling
Iron, having opened Its stacks at Anniston today. It Is believed to have
booked third and last quarter iron ut
118.50 ami possibly some ut $18 iu
order to till up Its order books. This
shading of price by a new concern
anxious for business cuts no figure In
the general market.
Wnen the
Woodstock company have orders suf
ficient they will be us stiff in prices
us anyone.
r.stimutea made as to
the amount of accumulated ulir Iron
und cast Iron pipe In the wards In
the manufacturing districts of Alabama places the delayed products at
90,000 tons.
It Is believed the railroad handled only about 10 per cent
or me accumuiaten iron und pipe
durln the past month. There I
fecllnxs in the district over the f.i,-that the advance In freight rates did
not go Into efTect, und it is believed
now will not until all the accumulated Iron has been moved out

'

llNK MKIK.Iill PI.ANS
iiavi: iii'.kn coMi'i.iciKD.

New York, March
15.
The preliminary arrangements for the long- talked of consolidation of the I'nion
Itank of lirooklyn and the Mechanics
and Traders Itank of Manhattan, have
been completed, and the stockholders met today and voted the consoli
ne actual consolidation, it
dation.
Is expected, will occur oil or about
the 23rd of March. The consolidation
Is based Upon the privilege of ei- changing shares of stock of the I'nion
"'ink for mock of the .Mechanics and
Traders Bank at the rate of 130
Mi, u es of tlie latter for loo shares of
the former. Tlie value of the I'nion
Hank Is put down ut S2J7.60 per
share, ami that of the Mechanics and
Traders I:. ink at H75 per share. In
other words, a stockholder of the
I'nion l:ank m.iy recrive one and
three-tenth- s
shares of Jhe stock of
the Manhattan Institution. The dividends of the two banks has been
liie same, 10 per cent.
"1

IIVIJ. SMiNAI, COMPANY
W II. I, HOHROW
SI.OOO.OOO.
New York. March 15. In view of
the recent failure of the Hall Signal
company's plan or reorganization by
an expansion of c.ipllalljitloii the
directors of that corporation have decided to ask the auihoriiy of the
stockholders to arrange the finances
by borrwlng from time to time sums
of money nut to . xeced II.UOO OOO
und secure such borrowings by mortgaging or pledging, by any form of
obligation, all of the a ut lioii.ed and
unissued treasury tock of the company or Its plant, patents, assets cr
A special meeting
oilier property.
Is being held today In I'ortUnd, Me.,
to consider ihe a Jvisablity of
g
the Juecloiilc the uulhorit).
gtv-In-
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id save her husband, then lying In
prison awaiting death at the hands of
the restored Uurbons.
Madame Lavalette had been noted,
when she was a lady In waiting to
the Empress Josephine, for her great
She
shyness and retiring nature.
would not exert any of the privileges
of her position, preferring to be left
to herself.
Hut, as her husband's peril Increased, her courage rose. Whe Importuned
everyone about the court; twice Bhe
appealed to Louis XVIII, and be refused her. Kyen the Duchess
who should have had fellow feeling, declined to hear her petition.
Brought to hay, Madame lavalette
took Into her confidence her daughter
Josephine, aged 18.
When nil details were arranged
passed out of the prison on
his daghter's arm. dressed in his
.wife's cloak and bonnet. The fraud
was discovered in a quarter of an
hour, but Lavalette wan off. escaped
to Kngland. The head of the police
tried to make his excuses to Louis
XVIII.. when after searching for
some days, they could not find the
fugitive.
"I cannot see," said the king, trenchantly, "that anyone has acted
property In the matter save Madame
Lavalette."
It was the highest form, of honor
that made Madame Knland refuse to
escape; she would not owe her life
to unworthy means.
If not patriotism, It was personal
loyalty that Inspired the lady who
saved Charles Stewart from one of
his "tight corners" by putting her
slender arm though the bracket of a
diHir, and thus giving him an extra
minute or so. Her arm was broken,
but Charles was safe for ft moment.
Hut there are other sacrifices, no
less heroic because of their quietness.
The exact converse of that Involved
In Mrs. Thaw's confession Is the complete silence of Mrs.O. II. Lewes.
From the time when her husband
and George Eliot formed their connection, until her death a year or so
ago, Mrs. Lewis said no word on the
subject, of praise, or blame, or suf
fering.
No one heard her version of the
affair, no one knew her to complain.
It Is not difficult to Imagine the effort
of such a reticence.
Then there was the quiet sacrifice
of Mendelssohn's sister.
The few
who know her name, know that she
genius,
a
was
also
born with the soul
of music In her. The compositions
bearing her name are said by experts
to be as fine as anything of her broth
er's.
But she gave up all her own ca
reer, all her prospects of greatness,
to further his Interests. She devoted
herself completely to him, and few
rven know know or remember that
Mendelssohn had a sister. Dorothy

Wordsworth was another Instance of
the same type of
For every case we hear of, there
are hundreds that are burled In the
place where they are enacted; strong
women,
weak women, sacrificing
themselves for those they care for,
who are often unworthy,
but for
whom they are willing to do all.
explanation
be
no
ran
but tho
There
one that Tennyson gives:
"Iyove took up the harp of Life, and
smote on all the chords with might;
Smote the chord of Self, that, trembling passed In music out of sight."
II. PBAItb HUMPH It Y.
In the Manchester Chronlsle.
e.
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OFFICIAL PAPER FOR
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE

WOMEN

SACRIFICES
FOR LOVE
Some Remarkable Instances
In Which In Their Devotion
Have Often Met Death.
ARTICLE

SUGGESTED BY

INCIDENT

IK THAW TRIAL

History Has Recorded Few Cases,
but Hundreds of Others Were
Never Known.
Women have been accused of a
hysterica! passion for
a
morbid pleasure In It which makes
of their greatest acts a weakness.
This attitude has probably arisen
from the astonishment with which
the world sees a frail, weak woman
who starts If a door bangs, rise to
an emergency with a courage as unexpected as it is magnificent.
Men, In particular, who are possibly less subject to nerves than women, cannot understand this Intermittent courage, ana are forced to
explain It by that elastic word "Hysteria." It Is a
fact that
a woman will be all In tears and
until it is all
but too late to do any good, and ...en
will rise up, a very lioness, and attack her circumstances.
We all remember Sydney Smith's
tory of Mrs. Partington "pushing
away the Atlantic" with a mop, from
her door and how the Atlantic was
roused; Mrs. Partington's spirit was
up, but how the Atlantic triumphed.
But, absurd as It may sound to say
that It was not all a matter of
which would ultimately conquer, it is, nevertheless, a truth that
In matters of phychology Mrs. Partington does very often beat the Atlantic!
There are women, "steel-tru- e
and
whose conduct In an
emergency may be safely predicted;
they will be strong, composed and
valiant. Rut there are others, and
even in these strong-minde- d
days
they are still the majority, women
of weak fibre, without
and cursed with imagination that
shows them the full horror of all
troubles, of whom nothing can be
predicted.
The whole world has its eyes now
on one such woman.
Mrs. Harry
Thaw, nervous, helpless, and of a
character lacking in strength, was
faced by two alternatives of such utter blackness that a very Joan of Arc
might have Indulged in nervous prostration without being called cowarde,

CONGRESSMEN

TO

York, March 15. Uncle Joe
Cannon's party which started for
Panama last week Is not the only one
that will gather In a lot of pleasure
In a convivial way as they go round
together. Another party will sail for
thi) Sandwich Islands, and the start
will be made from San Francisco
early In June. This outing has been
iirrangcd by Mr. Kaianlanacle, the
Hawaiian delegate, and Representative Hamilton, chairman of the committee on territories; Representative
Hepburn, chairman of the house committee on Interstate
and foreign
commerce; Representative Lloyd, of
Missouri, the democratic whip, nnd
i number of members of these two
committees, as well as of other com
mittees which deal "with insular nf
fairs, will be In the party. The Hawaiian legislature
authorized
the
delegates In Washington to Issue Invitations to the lawmakers who have
to do with the affairs of the Islands,
and extensive plans are being made
to give the visitors nn opportunity to
go all over the Islands and study
tneir needs.
New

1

i
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OF THE CATTLE
RANGE" MARCH

cer-tan- ty

blade-straight-

ly.

But. instead of that. Mis. Thaw,
against tne wishes of her husband,
set out. without shirking one lota, a
tory that transcends the lurid details
of an Adelpht melodrama, which Is
usually considered "too highly-coloreby those who have forgotten
that truth is stranger than fiction.
Her motive, of course, is love. It
nearly always is when u woman sacrifices everything. The sentimentalities and hysterical nervous crisis ...at
toeBet her in every-da- y
life, and which
even the stronger of the sex can only
conceal, and not avoid, these are refined and Irresisltble when she Is
strung up to a fierce ordeal.
There have been many women In
history who have sacrificed
s.
and it was nearly always for
love.
Within recent years there was a
case In which a man was accused of
murder, and was only saved by the
testimony of a girl of high social position and good
reputation,
who
swore that she was with him at the
same hour of the same night when
the crime was committed.
When the accused man heard her
evidence he protested, declared it
was nut true, and not all the persuasions f his lawyers could keep
him quiet. Hut the girl steadily persisted in her evidence, and nothing
could shake her.
The man was acquitted, and no one
ever knew whether she had
told the
truth or perjured herself; but the motive was clear.
It is known that the pivot on which
La Tosca" turns had its prototype
In real life. The woman was asked
to save her lover at the expense of
her honor; and consented. She did
not kill the Scarphi of the story, but
carried through her sacrifice.
The Maine episode is treated in
"The darling of the lods." Another
woman, not verv long ago
. Japanese
who went with her husband to stay
with his aunt whom she had never
seen.
The son. Itamho, of this aunt became violently enamored of
Joz .n
San. and plotted ylth his mother to
kill the husband and marry the widow. () dozen San discovered the
plot, ltd the appointed night I tain bo,
carrying out his plans, made the husband very tipsy on saki. When he
was in a foolish, drowsy state his wife
led him away, but to another bel
than the one usually occupied.
Then she lay down In his usual
place and hid her face. When Ham-lio- 's
knife stabbed her she made no
sign, and no one knew of her sacrifice till the husband woke from his
drunken sleep In the next room.
It was in Koinun times that a senator called 1'aetus was condemned to
death for some fancied treason. No
Itoman worthy of the name would
await such a death, but Paetus found
life sweet and hesitated to fall on his
sword. His wife, Arrlu, saw his hesitation, and taking a dagger, nhe
plunged it into her own side.
As
she lay , she gave him the dagger,
and. with a smile, said, "Haetus, it is
not painful."
The well known story of the countess of Nith.-ida.lhas been told many
llnies, how the fifth earl, her hus
band, having been found guilty uf
high treason, and the date of his execution fixed, she persuaded him to
escape from his prison in her clothes,
leaving her to face his Infuriated
gaolers. Many years later in 1815.
Madame lavalelte copied this device
them-welve-
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MOTHER BREAKS SILENCE AT LAST

(By JchnIo M.

MANCHESTER BECOMING
A VERY Bl'SY PORT.
New York, March 16. Gloster
Armstrong.
local representative of
the Manchester Ship Canal company,
has made a public statement concerning the grain and lumber
at the port of Manchester. The Imports for lumber during the year 1906 amounted to 566.-40- 1
loads, as against 445,619 loads
in 1905, this being an Increase of
over 100,000 loads, a better record
than that made by nny other port in
Great Britain, Including London and
Liverpool. The importation of wheat,
maize, etc.. during 1906 amounted to
331,505 tons, as against 273,380 tons
In 1905, approximating
an Improvement of 60,000 tons for 1906, nn increased record not excelled even
itself.

Vl

Parllon.)

Special Correspondence.
Pittsburg, March
Florence
lo.
will always have a home as long as
I live. Let the Thaws cast her off
after the sacrifice she has made for
them If they want to she is my
daughter and will return to me in
time." In these words Mrs. C. J.
Holman, mother" of Evelyn Nesb:t
Thaw, has broken her silence of
months.
Heretofore Mu Holman has shown
resentment against Kvelyn, whom she
still calls Florence, as In the days of
old, for testimony In the Thaw trial
reflecting upon the quality of her
mother love.
Only a week ago she Is Bald to have
exclaimed to Mrs. A. Hetty, a neighbor: "I have no daughter Florence
is dead to me!"
At the same time, it Is related, she
told Mrs. Getty with tears in her
large dark eyes: "I suppose living
with an insane person would affect L.
a perfectly sane mind that s w hat
has made Florence act so queerly!"
Believes In l'airli'M.
Quite simply and naturally Mrs.
Holman spoke of her visit to a Pittsburg theater last week to see Maud
Adams in "Peter Pan." "It has been
painful to think of the theater In
view of what has happened, but I
could not resist the temptation to see
'Peter Pan.'
"How Barrle must love children 13
write such a tender, whimsical story
and Maud Adams quite won

Y. M. C. A.

-

CONVENTION
IIELU AT DALLAS. TEXAS.
Dallas. March 15. "Problems of
Man" Is the general topic of the
twenty-fourt- h
annual convention of
the Young Men's Christian association
of Texas, which assembled here today for a three days' meeting. Some
prominent workers In the association
have been secured for the sessions,
among whom are Dean A. V. Peck,
of Temple Church, Denver; C. H.
'Joy. international committeeman
of
Keokuk; F. S. Goodman, international secretary; I. M. Ward, physical director, New Orleans; K. U. Shuniaker,
state secretary. Topekn, and numerous others, equally well known. The
attendance Is very large Indeed, the
hospitality of Dallas being fuily test

s

ed.

actre-

-

of-lic-

HOLMAN.

Getty, aged 6, Is Mrs. Holman's playmate. When she wants him she telephones to his house, "Please send
Ralph down; I'm blue."
The two shut up In the house with
drawn blinds and tightly lin ked door.;
"make believe" they are in a beleaguered castle with all army encamped
before the gates.
Sometime Mrs.
Holman tells K.ilph stories about
when her boy and girl were little, but
this usually ends in a shower of tears
on Kalph's bright head.

Hol-nia-

Ued-heade-

Sii-kI'ligi'iiili-i'Nn
Mrs. Holman is anxious for a
s

.

re- -

with her daughter, and
helleves it is simply a question of
time until Kvelyn returns to her.
"I will never reproach Florence for
her conduct In the past." said Mrs.
Holman.
she is my daughter and
love her. The past will be a sealed
imiok iietween us when this terribl
I
ordeal is over.
Naturally
have
some feeling against Harry Thaw, bu
I
vengeance.
am not seeking
That
Is for others than nie.
"I did my best to be a good mother
to Florence ami she will realize that
when she Is a little older and awav
from those who have tried to Influence her against ine."
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.MANY MEN
IN DIFFERENT LINES.
Albany, N. Y., March 15. Secre
tary Dunphy calls attention to the
schedule for civil service examinations
today. Uncle Sam Is In need of fish
culturists, librarians, draftsmen and
other assistants, nnd offers good positions to those who can pass the el
imination.
The examinations today
will be for architectural. Janitor, engineer and heating draftsmen, engineering and hydrographtc aids; while
in the 20th fish culturists, machine
ind steam engineer, deputy Vorewt
supervlser,
and triaugulation
aid.
The wants of I'ncle Sam nre numerous and varied, but he doesn't of
fer sufficient wages to make the
very attractive to seekers after
employment.
WANTS

"When she advanced to the footlights and repeated
that famous
query, 'lou you believe In fairies.''
I waved my handkerchief
and answered, 'Yes, I do!' "
liays tlici Piano.
People who knew the pretty
ss-model's
mother as "Mrs. Ne.sbit"
In Philadelphia and New York, would
hardly recognize her in "Mrs. C. J.
Holman," of Pittsburg.
Every day in her pretty suburban
home in lirookllne, she reads, btudicand practices at her piano untiringly.
The drawn blinds shut her from the
MRS C. J.
world without.
Within the last week this rigid se- ing children passionately, Mrs.
n
clusion has been lightened somewhat
Is an enigma to her neighbors.
goes
Mrs.
down
and
Holman
towi
Hr Juvenile Playmate.
shopping.
freckled-face- d
Impulsive, warm-hearte- d
and lov- ltalph

,

fi,K ,,AS "KMAIXEII
1
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RECEITION

AT NEW
COLONY CI. I It II I :i.i.
New York. March 15. The Colony
club, the new club for .women, in
Madison avenue, near 30th street, will
hold two receptions, one on this afternoon, ami the other on the after
noon of March 21st.
As this club

has been formed exefusively for women, it will be Interesting to note
thai gentlemen will be included at
these two entertainments.
The list
if membership Is already full, and
is each member will have two cards
of invitation to send out for the open
ing days, the men of society are sure
r.
to be included. Mrs. John Jacob
Mrs. Richard Irvin, and Mrs. J.
liorileu llarriinan are among the
members of , the executive committee
of the club.
As-to-

jpam:m;
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litis apply inn

ADMISSION TO I ItlSt O SCHOOLS
San Francisco, March 15.- - Ill ac

cordance with the action of the board
of education Wednesday, in rescinding
the resolution which barred Japanese
pupils from the city schools, nine little Japanese girls applied for admission lo school yesterday.

Deafnis Cannot Be Cured
local applications, as Uiey cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There Is only on way to cure deafness,
and that is by constitutional remedies.
leafi.iD Is caused by an inflamed condi- n
tion of the mucous lining nf the
Tube. When this tube la Inflamed you have a rumbling sound or Imperfect heurlng, and when it la entirely
closed. Deafness la the result, and unless the Inflammation can be taken out
und this tube restored to Ha normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine rasea out of ten are caused by
Catarrh, which la nothing but an Inflamed condition of tha mucoua aurfacea.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for
any case of Deafnesa (caused by catarrh)
that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Lure, wend for circulars Tree.
CO.. Propa.,
F. J. CHENEY
Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Pruir glite. 76c.
Hall s Family Pills for constipa
Take
Su Uteri be for Ttte Evening Cltlsen. tion.

IIVKIt TO I IMI I I.K.IItl.l S
TOR CONSI LAR .SERVICE
Washington. 1). t., March 15.
The difficulty in securing eligible for
consular positions lies mainly in the
fact that It is very hard lo lind ap
plicants properly equipped technically with the necessary knowledge of
two or more languages, and at the
s une time possessing an acquaintance with worldly ulTalrs and business methods likely to make them
good consuls. It Is probable that
some changes of more of less 1m- portancH will be made in the scheme
lor examinations already laid down
before the applicants are actually
.called before the examiners In the
state department.

m
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"SHE WILL ALWAYS
1LWK A
HOME AS IXNG AS I LIVE,"
SAYS MRS. HOLMAN, IN IIElt
HOME IN PITTSBVRG.

LOAN

m

Occidental

EVELYfJ WILL RETURN TO

,"

e,

The HIGHLAND

Pull Set of Teeth
GIFT. Gold Filling
$1.50 tip
London, March 15. London news- Crowns
$4
pnpers are still agog over the statue Gold
Painless
Extracting
60o
of William HI, which the kaiser has
presented to London. The site for
the statue, In front of Kensington ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUARPalace, has been selected by King
ANTEED.
Kdward for the reason that Kensing
ton was the favorite home of Will-laand It was there that he entertained Peter the Great and there
he died March 8. 1702. King Will- lam has not been fortunate In postmortem tributes to his greatness.
l,
When he died the
for
some good reason of their own. re
b. r. copp,
solved to bury him unobtrusively In
ROOM 12. N. T. ARM JO BLDO.
tne Aooey, and to erect a monument
to him there, as well as an equesll
resolutions of the
trian statue In some public square. The good
were never fulfilled. All tnat
Westminister Abbey holds In memory
of the king is his effigy. Tardy homage was, however, done by the placing of a marble statue, in the great
hall of the Bank of England In 1735.
Hull, in the previous year, had put
up one to the memory of "Our Great
Deliverer." Petersneld is the only oth
er English town that has honored the
silent, morose hero of the house of
Nassau. Ireland thinks she has done
more than her share by planting his
statute in College Green.

well-attest-

pocket-handkerchi-
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LONDON NEWSPAPERS
AGOG OVER KAISERS

18

The new sensational
presented only by Eller's big show.
The play will no doubt prove interesting, being properly Btaged with
special scenery for every act, and an
excellent company, which has always
been one of the desires of the Eller
shows to give his patrons only the
best, he having gone to the expense
of over a thousand dollars in securing this great play, making this now
without doubt the best show of this
nature traveling. The company numbers fully thirty people, traveling in
two fine Pullman cars. Under canvas
at Albuquerque Monday, March 18.
nielo-dram-

PERSONAX PROPERTY TOANS.
WANTED.
WANTED Messenger boys,
West
ern Union Telegraph office.
WANTED At once, a girl wno un- On
Pianos, Organs,
derstands starching. The Imperial Horses,Furniture,
Wagons and other Chattels:
Laundry Co.
also on SALARIES AND WARB-HOUS- E
WA NTElJMore work tor a flrst-claRECEIPTS, as low as
hand laundry. Lace curtains a and as high
as $200. Loans are
specialty. Satisfaction guaranteed.
west iijeras avenue. (Colored.) quickly made and strictly private.
Gentieman-- s
WAMtU
second Time: One month to one year given.
hand clothing. No. BIS South first Goods remain In yeur possession.
street, south of viaduct. Send ad Our rates are reasonable. Call and
dress and will call. R. J. Sweeney, see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
proprietor,
Steamship tickets to and from all
EC) It KENT.
parts of the world.
Rooms 8 and 4, Orant Bldg.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, with
Dam. Mrs. u. J. P. Blttner, 30 N
115 West Railroad Ave.
Sixth street.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
FOR RENT A twelve-roomodern
Open Evenings.
house, unfurnished, at 119 North
First street. Call at Rico cafe.
FUR
RENT Five room
house,
partially furnished, electric
light
TO
and bath, low rent. 909 North Sec- ond street. Apply to F. H. Strong,
cottage,
FOR RUNT A
well furnished; also two and thrse-rooWo liavo about $3,000 to Ion
kt
flats. Apply 110 East Coal
avenue.
sums of $1,00 or loss on real ctat
KHi.NX Houses, 3 to 7 rooms,
run
modern; also store rooms, office mvurlly at 8 per cent. Sc u- -.
and a shoe shop. W. II. McMlllion,
ill West Gold avenue.
y
FOR RENT A six" room
brick house, corner
of Seventh
street and TIJeras avenue. Inquire
at Champion Grocery. 624 West Tl- jeras avenue.
FOR RENT Five-roohouse In
!16 West Gold Ave.
good repair, corner of Railroad
avenue and Hill street. Low rent
to a permanent tenant. Inquire of
J. r LiUthy.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
f"OR RENT
Nicely furnished rooms
per
ween ana up; also nice
i.uu
mOmS foP ltfrhf hmia.lra.nlnn t A A
LAWyEKS.
per week and up, furnished with
oLuve uuu cooKing utensus
ana
dishes. The Minneapolis House,
Ira M. Bond.
624 South Second street, AlbuquerATTORNEY AT LAW.
v c.
que, N. M.
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions!
EOK SALE.
iana patents. copyrights,
caveats,
FORSALE A good big cow, will" be letter patents, trade marks, claims.
fresh soon. See George K. Neher.
"
....
u-.
v.
II.
it.
FOR SAXiIj; Smith Premier, good as
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Ath..n.....
new; cheap.
Address Blchrome que, N. M. Office, First National
Ribbon, Citizen office.
pann DUIIQlng.
FOR SALE Two horses, survey and
E. W. Dobson.
harness. Cheap. See them at 415
ATTflRMirv
North Second street.
Cromwell block, "Albuquerque. unice,
N. IS.
FOR SALE Lot with
house and barn for $360. Also good
1EATIBT8.
cow
milch
cheap. J. D. Brown,
16th street and Slate avenue.
DR. J. K. KRAFT,
FOR SALE At the "Variety" . you
Dental Surgeon.
nne
una
nome
win
Rooms I anil
T
made bread, 6c
v..,i
DUIiaiOM,
a loaf; doughnuts,
plea baked over O'Rlelly'e drug uail(.b
.tore. Phome
beans, soup and other good things
jtppuimmenis made by mail.
strictly home made. Phone 710.
Mrs. Downs, 506 South Arno St
No. SOS Railroad
SALE The Clauae Glrard
Ult
.ciiui?.
uam
property on Mountain road, first hours, 9 s, m.. to 1I:S0 p. m.; 1:I
p.
m.
S
p.
to
m.
house west of acequla, near SixBoth phones. Apteenth street. Inquire on premises pointments made by snail.
or at 300 North Proadway.
ai. u.
u.urAntand
Homeopathic Physician
Worked Like a Charm.
....... . . Surgeon.
.
OnnManlal
Mr. D. N. Walker, editor of that
llf.
xele-phocuiiaing.
spicy journal, the Enterprise, Louisa.
Albuquerque, N. M.
88.
Va., says: "I ran a nail In my foot
DR. It I, niTmi
last week and at once applied Buck-len- 's
Office,
X. T. Armljo Bldg.
Arnica Salve. No inflammation
.7.
Tuberculoma t.ani.
. .uicu Willi niRu
followed; the salve simply healed the
.
wound." Heals every sore, burn and Fremipnnv KMo.fw .imi
.v.t.1
ui i ciil ana
skin disease.
Guaranteed
at all Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
dealers. 25c.
nurse in attendance.
Both phones.
NOTICE OF SPECIAL ELECTION.
UNDERTAKER.
ny Authority of tlio City Council of
Auto, phone 316.
Colo., Red
the city or Albuquerque, N. M.
Notice Is hereby given that an elec
A. BORDERS.
tion will be held in the city of Albu Commercial Club building.
Black
querque, New Mexico, on Tuesday.
or wnite hearse, $5.
April 16, 1907, between the hours of
9 o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock d. nr.
ARCHITECTS
of said day, at the following voting
F. W. Spencer. Rooms 4s-- 7
nmr.
places:
nett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
First Ward City hall.
Second Ward Office
of Chas. inoin pnones.
Chad wick & Co., on Gold avenue.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
Third Ward Ollice of Justice of
Peace, George Craig, South Third
J. R. Fnrwell.
street.
Room 23. N. T. Armijo building.
Fourth Ward At No. 118 North
Third street.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
At which said election the ouestio.i
of authorizing the issuance of Thirty
Tlios. K. D. Maddlson.
Thousand (13,0,000) Dollars of bonds
Office with W. B. Childers.
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of the said City of Albuquerque, New
.Mexico, to erect and build a city West Gold avenue.
building, will be submitted to the
J. S. UAGLEY
qualified voters of said city, who are
the owners of real or personal prop
Accountant.
erty, subject to taxation, within the
Books checked un. small sets nf
said City or Albuquerque, New Mexup;
kept
books
grocers',
butchers'.
ico.
In witness whereof I have hereunto and physicians' books looked after
set my hand and caused to be atllxed and collections made. Able corps of
the seal of the City of Albuquerque, assistants. Rooms 44, Barnett block.
.ew Mexico.
HAIR DRESSER AJTD CHIROPO- FRANK McKEE.
DIST.
Mayor.
Attest:
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlor-j- , No.
HARRY F. LEE,
209 West Railroad avenue, Is pre
City Clerk.
pared to give thorough scalp treat(SEAL.)
ment, do hair dressing, neat corns,
iv.
Cause of Stomach Trouble.
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
When a man has trobule with his gives massage treatment and mani
stomach you may know that he Is curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara
eating more than he should or of tion of complexion cream builds up
some article of food or drink not
skin and improves the complexsuited to his age or occupation, or the
ion,, and Is guaranteed not to be In
that his bowels are habltua'ly jurious.
She also prepares a hair
constipated.
Take
Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets to regu tonic that cures and prevents
and hair falling out; rcstorel
late the bowels and improve
the
digestion and see if the trouble does life to dead hair; remove
moles,
not disappear. Ask for a free sam- warts and superfluous hair. Also a
ple. Sold by all druggists.
face powder, a freckle cure and pimple cure and pile cure. All of these
PROPOSALS FOR BRICK DOR- preparations
are purely vegetable
MITORY. Department of the Inter compounds. Have Just added a vi
lor, Office of Indian Affairs, Washing-- ! brator machine
for treatment of
ton, D. C, Feb. 19, 1907.
Sealed scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
proposals, plainly marked on the out- Is also used for rheumatism, pains
side of the sealed envelope, "Pro- and massage.
posals for Dormitory at Santa Fe
How to Remain Youns.
School, New Mexico," and addressed
To contlnilrt vnun? In hnalih and
to the Commissioner of Indian Afstrength,
do as Mrs. N. F. Bowan,
fairs, Washington, D. C, will be re- miuonougn,
ua.. aid.
She says:
,...
ceived at the Indian Office until two "Three bottle of rioi-trinm...
p.
m. of March 21, 1907. for ed me of chronic liver and stomach
o'clock
nefurnishing and delivering the
irouoie complicated with such an
cessary materials ana labor required unhealthy condition
of
blood
my skin turned rc.l nthe i!inni
that
to construct and completo a brick
I am now practically 2 years young
dormitory with plumbing, steam heat
ui, mi ueiore I took Electric Hitand electric lighting at the Santa er
ters. I Can nnV ilil nil nv
n,lh
Fe school. New Mexico, In strict ac ease and assist In my husband's
cordance with plans, specifications store.'
all dealer.
Ourrautecd
at
and Instructions to bidders which Price fjOc.
may be examined at this office, the
NOTICE TOR PUBLICATION.
Bulleoffices of the "Improvement
tin," Minneapolis, Minn.; "American Department of the Interior. Land Of-liContractor,' 'Chicago, 111.; "Citizen,"
al Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Albuquerque. N. M.; "New Mexican,"
Feb. 28, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Vicente
Santa Fe, N. M.; "Evening Herald," Herrera,
of
Chllill,
M., has filed
N.
Durango, Colo.; Builders' and Trad- notice of his
Intention to make final
ers' Exchanges at Omaha, Neb., St.
ki- In
A
annnn.t
nrnnf
Wis.,
Minneapolis,
Paul,
Minn.; claim, viz: Homestead Entry No. 6.- Asso.,
Manufacturers'
Northwestern
maae uecemDer 31, 1901, for
St. Paul, Wis.; U. S. Indian Ware- the the SKVi SW 14 nnd lot 5. See. ,
NE4 XW14 nnd lots 1 and 2,
houses, at Chicago, St. Louis, Omaha and
7. Township 8 N. Range 7 E,
and New York, and at the school. Sec.
and that said proof will be made beFor further information apply to C. fore H. W. S. Otero. IT. S. Court ComJ. Crandall, Supt.. Santa Fe; N. M. missioner, at Albuquerque, N. M on
April 6. 1907.
C. F. LARRAHEE. Acting CommisHe names the following witnesses
sioner.
to prove his continuous residence
upon,
and cultivation of, the land viz- We do it right. ROCGII DRY. ImFrancisco Garcia, Lus Martin,'
perial Laundry Co.
Rei and Ignacio Herrera. all of
i

1 came
to the Pecos valley four
years this spring, more on account of
the health of my family than any
thing else.
I bought nn Improved
farm of 170 acres close to the town
of Hagerman, and have found It a
profitable
ever
Investment
., ...
... ...
.. since
I
I I ... I W
I
r.
iin.T
iiijr iiini- hiiV...
icniuiru
in nil,,
111,
11..,
n.,.1
I
nil
c mi icci inni luo i vxuff
iij iimi
valley Is good enough for us.
This farm was all seeded to alfalfa,
and the first year of my residence
here we harvested something over
800 tons, going over the ground four
times. This hay sold from JS to til
a ton.
The second and third seasons
did practically as well In the hands
of a renter, who was willing to pay 'J
cash rent per acre.
Last year I set out thirty-fiv- e
ncres
or epple orchard, which I think In a
years
few
will pay better than alfalfa.
There Is no place on earth where apples can be raised so well and easily
as In the Pecos valley.
MILS, NELLIE Y. llllOWN.
Hagerman, N. M.
V.

1, 1T.

MONEY to LOAN

always
Don't
how
think
chetip you can get them.
Think Instead, where you can
get the freshest, the purest
and strongest and come where
you can always get them. We
have only one quality the
BEST ALWAYS. .Ami oar
prices are always the lowest,
quality considered.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

DRUGS

WHO GO ON

Uncle Joe and His Party Now
In Panama Are Not the
EARTH"
Only Ones.
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Chilili, N. M.

MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
There will be a regular meeting of
.
o
.
Tetter, Salt Rheum and Eczema.
These are diseases for which
Chamberlain's
Salve Is especially
valuable. It quickly allays the itching and smarting and soon effects a
cure. Price, 25 cents. For sale by
all druggists.

aXBTJQUEKQUE
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HOW TWO GIRLS FIRST PICTURES OF WOMEN'S SUFFRAGE RIOTS IN LONDON

THE POLICY OF THIS STORE
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Wanted to Open Manicure
Parlor on Board Kaiser Wll-heder Grosse.
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Is to clean up stock once
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TAam THRiea.
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yearly and open season
with new goods.
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MILLIONAIRES GET NEAR

...

YORK

HEAVENJNJEW

Some Startling Characters Are
Brought Into the Lime Light
In the Thaw Trial.
New

Tork,

March

15.

Deciding

that the life of a manicure lout much
f Its rosy hue when one had to ply
her trade near a flywheel that developed a highly unpleasant tendency "to go on a buBt," as one of

the girls expressed It, two fixers of
fingers announced this week with Intense earnestness
tnat they were
"through with the game," so far ns
the Hotel Knickerbocker was concerned. They had vivid recollections
of a section of a burst flywheel
smashing its way upward into the
room where they were at work.
"Say," said one, "I have got an Idea.
There's typewriters and hairdressers
on the ocean steamships, and the tips
are fine. Why cnn't there be manicures
on one of those liners, too?"
That
conversation explains why two daintily dressed- - bright-eye- d
young women
wearing violets In their corsages,
"bluffed" their way past the gateman
at the north German Lloyd pier yesterday by giving him "the baby
stare." The quartermaster stopped
them at the gangway of the Kaiser
William der Grosse, and asked them
to explain their mission. "This Is
Sunday," he objected, "we don't receive visitors on Sunday."
"What's
all the row about," cried ine officer
of the deck. "A brace of manicures,
sir. They want to get abroad, and
wheedle the old man into shipping
them."
"Manicures
be blowed,"
roared the officer, "sheer off. As If
we didn't have trouble enough with
the women we have already. I suppose we'll be shipping shepherdesses
next. Trot them off the deck,

Theater r;lrl Studies Law.
Junst for tear that the newspapers
might find it out, Miss Nan J. Bren-nar- i,
a member of the "Whl'te Hen"
company, playing at the Casino theatre, never told the press agent that
she was studying law in a lawyers
office on Broadway.
But the manager, who didn't know of Miss Bren-nan- 's
horror of publicity, told the
reporters all about It. and of course
they investigated.
They found that
the statuesque dancer not only studies
law in the offices, but that she lugs
volumes of Blackstone and kindred
works to her dressing room, where
she sometimes sets up as a Solomon
when the chorus girls fall to squabbling. Because of that she is known
back of the footlights as "Judge"
Brennan.
"When I am admitted to
the bnr I am going to make a specialty of helping tenants whose hind-lorrefuse to give them heat." she
explained to a reporter.
Bull Mailt Without Swords.
d
Adam Llsch fought an
Holstein bull for nearly an hour at
Sherwood park, near Mount Vernon,
and though gored and bruised by the
repented charges of the Infuriated
beast, he lives to tell the story. The
bull, which came out unscurred, was
dispatched the next Hay, but besides
the butcher it required three assistants armed with shotguns before he
gave up. Lisch Is alive today because
he retained his presence of mind during the terrible struggle. For forty
minutes he and the bull were confined
in an enclosure less than fifteen feet
long, and there the animal charged
him again and ualn. He fought to
get to the door kept his mind upon
it at all times, and It was this that
eventually saved him. The beast became enraged
and, tearing
loose
from the lead rope, charged Lisch.
The latter was struck In the chest
and hurled across the building. As
h full the bull was upon him. Heavy
garments that Llsch wore kept htm
from Deing gored to death. But he
regained his strength, and somehow,
he can't explain how, managed to tie
the animal to the door. The battle
was a fierce one from first to last.
l,8U0-poun-

I'p in the World.

The millionaires are going in for
luxury, and propose now to have what
may be called a tiptop article, as they
will have a club which will be called
the Ballroad club, on the very top of
the Immense building on Cortlandt,
Fulton,
Day and Church streets,
known as the downtown terminal of
the Hudson & Manhattan railroad,
the building being the terminal of
the tannel that runs under the Hudson river. This building will acom-inodat- e
about six thousand persons
within its spacious walls, and Is one
of the highest buildings In the city,
notwithstanding that high buildings
are getting to be anything but a
novelty here. The millionaires will
take two floors for their club, and
will have every luxury that this earth
can furnish.
The building of this
building, or rather the starting of
the foundations attracts more attention than any building In course of
construction in New York. Crowds
stand and watch the workmen driving down the huge caisson. At night
it looks like a scene from the infernal
regions, with steam constantly rising,
illuminated by the electric lights, so
that parties looking from a distance,
imagine that a great fire Is In progress. These Is always great curi
osity to watch the workmen crawling
up from the caisson. The Vander-biltltohinsons, Goulds, Vreelands.
JSchiffs, Morgans,
l'latts, Kellgmans,
and hundreds of others of that stamp,
are enrolled as members of the club.
(4'ticrul Booth on Tainted Money
General William Booth, head of the
Salvation Army, who has more soldiers under him than any g
of ay na'lon
i the s!obe. a'WviJ
In this city ready and lively for work,
and went right at it rallying his
forces and awakening them for work.
General Booth is u strong character,
Authority Is
and his words tell.
granted him by his followers beyond
the obedience of any set of people
on the globe, and his word is law
with all except those who left the
fold under Ballington
Booth, whose
.vlfe's latest utterance breathed
the
utmost hostility to the old army and
to
younger
the. utmost devotion
the
body of volunteers, which she
continue in the fight till the end
tinder separate organization. General
i:ooth in an address he delivered soon
after landing, expressed In happy
phrase the thoughts of many as to
"tainted money." He was ready, he
nid to take any tainted money, con- s.
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Not only means the Best
Shoes but it stands equally
for honest advertising.
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TI1R IIKAI OF TI1K tJltKAT
lMtOt KSSION Ol' WOMEN'S SI 1 FKAGE DKMOXS TIIAT1)KS.
'Jliis striking pliotogrupli, taken in IxntlHi the clay of the groat anule of women's Huffrago Rclvoeates,
lias just arrived In thli country. Tlie picture shows the 'head of the procession. The three women In the lead
are Ijidy Frances Ilulfour, sister of the former premier; Mrs. Fuweett, one of England's brightest public women
unci Ijidy Strachcy, a prominent noblewoman. In the order named from left to right.
Although the dny waa
stormy and wet, over 10.000 women marched. Noblewomen, middle-clas- s
women mid tlie wives of work logmen
walked side by side through the slush and rain, many carrying banners wltlt iiiottocw and demands printed tlicre-o- n.
This procession wiis orderly, but late In tlie day the 'fighting section" of "suffragettes"
caused disturb
amies which taxed the xlice to tlie utmost. A niiinlier of the women were arrested and Inter they refused to
furnish hail or pay fines.
slderlng it was washed clean by the
tears of widows and orphans. That
Is the feeling of hundreds of thousands of Christians who follow other
flags than the banner of the Salvation Army. It would be curious for
those opponents of Rockefeller and
Carnegie to attempt to form a plan
to get rid of the millions that are
packed behind these gentlemen.
If
the money were piled upon a great
pile distinct and clear, it is entirely
possible that every one of those
money people, would be In
the front rank of those who would
carry stuff away so quickly that there
would not be a vestige left at nightfall. General Booth's trip is a globe
clrcler, and his farewell visit to the
different corps of the army that lies
scattered all over the world, in all
lands and beside all "streams and In
all fertile valleys where people congregate and wage the battle of life.
General Booth wants people educated
In the science of taking care of vice
In tho most complete and successful
manner. He would train reople tip
to the art of subduing evil by exterminating it, and change the complexion of the face of society. The vice
extinguishment forces are working
vigorously, but
and
there Is much loss of force and energy in the process of extinguishing
the bad and in building up the good.
General Booth's presence will awake
the Salvation Army to a white heat,
and the ranks will swell with enthusiasm while he Is here, and work
will be entered upon with redoubled
zeal and energy that cannot fall to
produce remarkable results.
The
volunteers are doing excellent work,
too, but still one cannot think that
it would have been a beautiful spectacle to have seen Ballington Booth
and his wife welcome the father.

3000 Pairs Men's
Fine Shoes
All Other Shoes at 10
Per Cent Discount

anti-taint-

Characters in Thaw Trial.
Mrs. William Thaw, it Is stated,
will surely return to Pittsburg, and
resume her old life in that busy city.
What a terrible time that family has
had, and how its wayward one has
hept the affecton of relatives through
It all. The mother's devotion, who
has counted money as dress, and denied not a stiver of all the great fortune if It could but win the freedom
of her son.
That after all Is the
supreme test of love and affection
and no matter where a man has been
or what he has done, the old home
tics brought out as they have been
in this case, always conquer and win.
The Thaw case has furnished some
remarkable characters, Evelyn Thaw-Iher
in wading
such pools of mud to save her husband, and in Mrs. Thaw, the elder,
in her
in putting all
she has at risk for her son. On the
other side, one hideous character appeared that has never had a prototype In fact or fiction on this earth,
and that is the infamous Mrs.
who furnished the hints upon
which Jerome
made this woman's
own daughter Walk on red hot plowshares.
As for Jerome he stands
alone In history of criminal cases, as
a public officer who has treated with
the most contemptible lawyer that
ever disgraced the bar, ready, apparently, to let him go free if happily
he could convict Thaw by his aid, and
has also struck hands with an unnatural mother who first sold her
daughter to the debaucher and then
kept the district attorney advised as
to what to ask in order to entrap
that daughter, if possible.
I'OSITIVi: 1,IUKF.
Should Convince tho Greatest Skeptic
In Albuquerque.
Because it's tho evidence of an Albuquerque citizen.
Testimony easily investigated.
strongest
The
endorsement
of
merit.
The best proof. Bead it:
J. M. l'arker. living at 317 South
Fourth street, Albuquerque, N. M.,
says: "Doan's Kidney rills are entitled to the strongest praise I can
give them.
I never placed much
faith in patent medicines, but I can
say I have derived more good from
Doan's Kidney Pills than I supposed
it would be possible for me to get
from any kind of medicine or treatment. Several years ago I began to
notice indications of kidney complaint. A year ago my condition
reached the state where I was an almost constant sufferer from pain In
my back and trouble of an alarming
nature existed with the kidney secretions. On one occasion the kidney
secretions stopped altogether and I
had to have a physician draw It from
me. At that time 1 was employed as
a locomotive engineer and had to give
up this work, as the Jar of the engine
made the pain In my back beyond endurance. I suffered from pain across
my loins and in both sides over my
hips that I would have to sit down In
a chair and lean my back against
something to support It. At night'
after I would retire I would not sleep
any more than an hour before tho
pain would waken me; then I would
have to sit up In bed and bend over
in order to get relief. The kidney
secretions were very profuse, and
what added to my misery was a
burning, scalding sensation which accompanied the secretions.
About
three months ago 1 learned of Doan's
Kidney Bills and procured a supply.
In a short time every dilliiulty was
corrected and 1 have no trouble at all
with my back und kidneys now. I
am as well and strong as ever and
am certain that I could take up the
work that I had to give up, and could
do it without any trouble. On occasions without number I have recommended Doan's Kidney Pills, and
whatever I can say for them will always afford me pleasure."
For sale by all dealers.
Price 50
Fosur-Milbucents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Hi member the name
Doan's and
take no other.
No. 24
Hoi-ma-
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Our window display will give you
an inkling of the shapes that stylish
dressers will wear, but come in and care
fully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we will
have your trade.

Will, CHAPLIN
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KTltlKIXR SXAPSnOT OF MISS KEXXV, LF.ADEK OF THE "FIGIIT-IXSECTION" OF ENGLISH "KUFFKAGETTKS."
MMS Km"
i" hc chief of the English "milTmKettcK," who liellevo that
only by disturbances and raids will the movement for women's
ih successful. It does not worry her to be dragged away to Jail by a suffrage
IMHicciiiiin.
She glories in tho fact that she has been In prison brawnv
several
limes. Miss Kenny is an educated young woman
or good family who has
curried away by her enthusiasm for "freedom for women." The
simp,
shot was taken the clay or the great procession of Kiinrugcttcs and shows
lier Martins ror the lieud or the parade with her printed banner.

121 RAILROAD AVE.
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OF WILLIAM WALKER
A

SHOE STORE
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Hot

WITH CHEAP PLATERS

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.
KELE1VES PAIX.

O
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(ily I 'red J. Hewitt.)
Kan Francisco, Cal.. March 15.
When William "Ited" Walker shipped
his stable out to this coast last fall
he expected to have a fair racing sea
son. He brought with him Jockey
W. Hunter, the colored lad, who was
not accused of having even as much
class as some of his racing machines.
With
of the extensive
meeting at Kmeryvllle past, Walker
e
twenty-fivhas annexed about
horses
and has been "in the money up
wards of three scoro and ten times.
He has won mure than $15,000 In
purse money und at leust $35,000 In
wages, so he Is more than $50,000
winner so far on the season.
He Is
third on the list of winning owners.
Sam Hildrelh and Walter H. Jen
nings being the only men to top his
total.
Hut Walker does not pretend to
own the class of horses that Hildrelh and Jennings do.
There arc-nLoglstilla's or Propers or
or Itapid Waters In his barn.

BUILDS UP TIIE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES KIDXEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
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See Santa I'e Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.
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YET WIN IN ENGLAND
Special 'orrespondence.
London, March 14. Although the
suffrage bill, for which the women
have agitated so fiercely for months
past, was talked to death in the house
of commons Friday night, the advocates of the measure are by no means
discouraged.
The maority of the members, or
close to a majority, favor some sort
of franchise measure ror women, and
a continuation of the campaign by
the women will surely win before
(

parties.
The com less of Warwick
one of the leaders of the fighters,
und Lady Fraiif. s Balfour, sister-in-laof the
and the
Countess Carlisle, are directing the
passive movement.
Street processions, violent demon-sratloin Hyde p ;.rk, raids on parliament, attacks on the houses of members of the cablui'i, are some of the
methods used by ilio fighting section.
When arrested, H ty decline to pay
the fines Imposed by the police magistrates and JoyfuMv go to prison. Miss
Kenney and Miss liilllngton. the two
organizers of tlio movement.
have
been to prison three times within the
past six months.
The police do rmi know how to deal
with the riotous women. Public opinion would not s: nid for the use of
dubs. The tire d. partment is to be
called out the
time there is a
disturbance, and
iter will be played
on the women.
Is

w

long.

The suffragettes, ns they are called
In England, are divided into two par-tic- s,
one, the fighting section, believes that there will be no result to
the agitation unless the women create
street disturbances at every opportunity. The other, known as the
peaceful persuaders, is opposed to
violent methods.
Almost every woman In England
belongs to one or the other of the

ift

stead of water th vessel contained
fresh lye, receiiM;. mixed by Mr3.
Caskey.
Mr. Tu ker thought
the
taste rather p. uiliar, but did not
DRINKS LVE WATER realize
w hat he ha
done until he
down his
i most emptied thf
throat.
When it was known what
he
mediately
had
i'i
done
he
drank a
C. K. Tucker, a well known citizen,
of Uonwell, came to the residence of large quantity of v. megar and ate the
of several Lgs.
Wednesday
his daughter, Mrs. Eva Caskey, on Whites
he was not suffi ri' , any from the uu- Fourth street, Tuesday afternoon ut ' usual
beverage.
3 o'clock, and
being very thirsty,
picked up the dipper and proceeded
Subscribe for The lltlicu and get
to drink heartily of what he supposed
was a bucket full of fresh water. In-- ! the news.
.
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THE "Ht.llUNG SIFFUAGETTES"
ItT
When the ik.II.v arrested a dozen or moreATof the 'lighilni wVt'lon"
of
women sunrage.tes. a tremendous
crowd followed them V, the .mllee
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WALKER

When Walker unloaded his string
at the Kmeryvllle gates there were'
Uum, Jake Moose, l'otrero
(irande, The ltorglan, Itollu, lllll
Perry, (Jeo. P. McNear, Dolinda. La- zell, frowshade. The Only Way, Pres
tige, Monace Maid, Sheen, Petit Due
an done or two others in the bunch.
.Not much stake calibre in that out- flet, eh?
Well, the first day of the meeting.
Lazell finishes second, with 15 to 1 in
tho ring.
That started things, and
ever since Walker has been sending
mem in with startling reguarlty,
walker always rides Jockey Hun
ter. Only Walker knows lust how
good Hunter Is and the public does
not like to see him aboard a favorite.
This Is not because the public thinks
Hunter is dishonest, but the Impres
sion is that he is something of a
novice as a race rider. Ho it is that
Walker invariably gels a price against
his entries.
Walker is astute In other wav.
He never disturbs the price In the
betting ring.
That Is, whether his
horse Is favorite or an outsider h.i
will never bet a big bunch of coin In
the ring, for If lie did the price would
be hammered down.
He sends his
commissions over the country and by
employing the best of commissions he
has kept on getting the money all
w inter.
Walker Is a great trainer.
Ho
knows when his horses are fit.
He
has confidence In his employes uni
when he gets ready to gumblu he is
no piker. T he amounts of money
he has gotten away w ith this v. Inter
ill this neck of the woods pr.vrs that
assertion.

VAGON REPAIRS AND BLACKSMITH SUPPLIES
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J. KORBER &

ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

CO., WHOLESALE
212

NORTrt SECOND ST.
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Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine

Works

I.

R.
HALL, froprlmtor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings. Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns anJ Iron
;
Fronts for Buildings.
Rmpalr on Mining mnd mm Mmahlnmry m pmelalty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque. N. M.

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS
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At Consistent

Prices
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B. RUPPE
203
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UVEHY. SALIC. FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and

Jhos.

F. Kelehcr

DEVOKS

READY PAINT
One (iallon Covers tlOO Mpiarw I'ect.
IMLMITIO ROOF PAIXT
Stops
Im1 live Years.
JAP-A-1.A-

408 Wast Railroad Awou
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITI tiiuiiiberlain's Colic,
Cholera and
Second Street, between Railroad and

lMurrliiM'u Remedy.
This remedy has been in use fir
over thirty years and has proved Itself to be the most successful remTO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
edy yet discovered for bowel comTake LAXATIVE BKOMO vjulnlne plaints. It
never fails. Sold by all
Tabletg. Druggists refund money if druggists.
tt fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
tflgaature U on each box. 25c.
Subscribe for Tti Erening Citlaea.

Copper Avenue.
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WALL STREET FLURRY
The New York utock ninrkH yesterday itlmtst
reached a condition of panic. At thin writing the only
Information to hand Is that "11 rat prices In the stock
market showed large advances from yesterday's close."
Hut whether the market recovers or whether still
greater declines shall follow, the country at large feels
little Interest and has even less concern. These Wall
street flurries have often occurred In the last few years,
And no elTect has been noticed thereby upon the prosperity of the United States.
The Wall street stock exchange is more of a Rumbling Institution than anything else, and were it und it
habitues wiped out all together, the country would
suffer no loss. The prosperity of the I'nlted States does
not depend on whether the bulla toss up stock prices or
Our prosperity la
the bears pull the prices down.
founded upon the products of our farms, our mines and
our factories, stimulated by the rapid increase of our
population and the development of our almost limitless
resources.
The present flurry may be the natural and therefore necessary consequence of the revelations of stock
juggling by Harriinan and his Ilk, as brought out by th.
The actual owners
interstate commerce commission.
of stock, learning how their property Is handled by
speculators, without the owners' knowledge or consent
nd for the purpose of making millions for the siecu-lator- s
learning these things, many owners of stock
may have concluded to throw their holdings on the
market, get what they can for them and invest the
proceeds In property which they can themselves control. This would naturally reduce the price of those
stocks thus thrown on the market.
Hut It la more probable that Harrtman and his
have produced the present flurry, deliberately
In this action they may have been
And of set purpos?.
actuated by one or both of two reasons. One Is the
common motive of the bear to put down prices when
they want to buy. The lower prices go when they are
buying and the higher prices are when they are selling,
makes the difference between small and large profits on
transactions. The other reason may be a desire to make
the president, and especially the tountry at large,
that government Interference In the management
of railroads can reult only In disaster, and In this way
tern the tide of public demand for railroad legislation,
which demand Is sweeping the country from end to end.
b)-lle-

COUNTY PRINTING SUIT
Frank Staplin. editor and owner of the Farmington
Knlerprlse, has asked the court for an Injunction again.it
the county board of San Juan, to prevent them from
paying the Times-Hustlfor county printing, which
Staplin charges to have been Illegally let. Here Is what
Mr. Staplin says, and one reading It can but think of
too commissioners of this county in connection with
the morning paper here:
"The suit is brought under sections 2615 and 2618
of the compiled laws, from which it appears that the
contract was a plain violation of the laws of the terri
tory, as well as being a charge upon the taxpayers of
about $400 per year on work which can be done for
$100. Last year (1906) the same kind of a contract
was made with E. P. Wilson, of the Aztec Index, and
the people were 'giafted' out of sums amounting to over
3300., The difference between the Enterprise and Index
bids on proceedings Alone being $249; on tax sales
about $40, and on stationery from 25 to 50 per cent.
During the past two years there has hardly been a week
have been
but what the Index and the Times-Hustlpreaching reform and making attacks upon various
persons for what they allege are violations of law, and
during the same time there has not been a day upoti
which they have not been profiting by a contract made
In violation of law. In other words, they have robbed
the people of San Juan county of money to which they
have no right, legally or morally, and which they will
be called upon to account for, and have hoped to continue the theft indefinitely, In the meantime posing as
friends of good government and economy. They have
simply shown themselves to be falsifiers and hypocrite.),
and willing to undertake any kind of a violation of law
for the purpose of transferring to their own accounts
the funds of San Juan county, and in the!:- - greed of gain
have brought their friends trouble us well as
er

er

GOOD CUSTOM IMPORTED
The new town of Ellda, Koosevelt county, has inaugurated a new departure for New Mexico.
Here is
the way the News of that town puts it:
"Just four days beforehund Covington Ai Anderson
decided that Monday, March 4, should be celebrated ai
Firttt Monday, and had 600 circulars printed and distributed to effect the desired end.
Monday morning
wagons, horses, buggies, mules, cows, pigs, etc., began
coming Into town. In fact. It seemed thut every one,
Jils kin folks and his stock, hud found the way to town.
Neighbors became better acquainted, swapped, sold and
bought horses, traded eggs for setting and all such
things which naturally tend to make things on the varii
ous
assume better shape and more congenial
iikkkI, took place right here In Elida last Monday, Just
the same as you have often heard it spoken of 'buck
where I came from." The Interest of the people wa.;
shown and there Is no reason why First Monday shall
not became a permanent fixture in Ellda. It is a grand
in oliler states and meets the manifest approbauch-tion of our fanners. Then why not continue If.' Certainly we must."
In Texas, a quarter of a century ago, und probably
the same Is Hue today, each county had one Monday
in the month, called "Stray Sale lJuy," on which ail
stray stock which had been taken up during the mouth,
und for which no owner appeared, were sold to tint
highest bidder. On that (lay eveiy one in that county
went to town to buy, to sell or ! see his neighbors.
ill the blue grass section ,,f Kentucky every county
has a county court day. which falls .n Monday,
Dually
four adjacent counties would take the four Monday.'
of the month. On those days it is almost mpussible to
pass through the streets of the county seat because of
the eoile and stock there assembled, while the voice
of the auctioneer can be heard in many different purls
of the town selling almost everything one can think of.
No one would more think of staying away from county
court day than the urchin thinks of staying away from
the circus.
It
to tills writer Ihut Ellda has
ao
excellent custom, which will ultimately become popular all over the territory.
f.u-nu-
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Under the appropriations bill as pas.sed l.y tli-house and now pending in the council, twelve counlle.'
of the territory will be benefited considerably, u.s tlv
territorial treasury is to refund to them an aggregate
of $24,000, wrongly levied and collected in 1905. The
rounties so greatly Interested are: Chaves, $4,043.74:
t'olfax, mO.iO; Dona. Ana, $1,574.60; Eddy, $621 64;
flrant, $7, "Its. 41; I.una, $2,613 11; McKlnley. $2,101 Kl;
Otero, $1,3339.61; Koosevelt, $1,192.09;
Sierra,
San Juan, $S19.13; Valencia, $417.31.
t

Wall street dances to the sound of Hie ticker. Ini
the people of the 1'nited States are otherwise occii

pied.

All the bills pasted by the legislatures this year me
eareely making as much tulk as one unwritten law.

London. The county of Pembroke In Wales Is perhaps able to find as much food for the antiquary as
any two other In Great Hrltoln. It is a land of ruined palaces and castles, ancient churches and still more
ancient history. Its towns of any size are few and far
between and for this reason Its nooks and corners are
but little visited by the quickly passing tourist, while
the townspeople themselves seem neither to know
nor care much about the hundred and one Interests in
the hamlets and villages about them.
A marked case In point Is the little village of

Iingwm.
Lititle Iangwm Is now practically the only self- contained community In the county able to point to a
direct descent from their lusty ancestors across tho
North sea.
So conservative and exclusive are this little village's
traditions that It was not till quite recently that lis
daughters were allowed to go forth Into whnt must
have been to them a very foreign domestic service or
mary beyond Its bounds, while their tongue to this day
Is far less Intelligible to their neighbors than it must
have been In late Norman days when the Flemish language only differed In the dialect from that In fairly
general use in England.
Hut it Is in their domestic affairs that the dwellers
in l.angwm differ so widely from their neighbors.
Here
woman rules the roost in a fashion that would commend Itself to many of her English sisters. A recent
writer had It that none but the gentler sex sat in the
village council and that the misdemeanors of husbands
were swiftly dealt with by a selected bevy of Langwm
beauty in painful but thorough fashion. .
This Imputation was much resented at the time
and the libeller would no doubt have been as carefully
"attended to" had he put In an appearance In the
village.
There Is no question, however, that Langwm wo
manhood has an equal word In the conduct of this
temperate and
little colony, while its
men folk are of the
order, calking and
mending in the creek and rarely found upon the roads
outside the village.
One has only to meet a group of Us sturdy women
folk hawking fish upon the rough roads of Haverfordwest, Tenby and Pembroke clad in short red and blue
homespun skirts, thick worsted stockings and mighty
d
boots, with pea jacket and soft felt hat
as a picturesque finish, to grasp tho fact that mere
man would have but a poor show In wordy or physical
argument with one of them.
Woman rules sfcre as much upon the water as upjn
land. Lungwm's little fleet of boats is almost invari
ably manned one should almost say womanned by
two women and a man, with one of the former at the
tiller. The intricate windings and currents of the upper Haven, or a dirty day beyond it, are taken with
equal skill and philosophy by these sturdy Amazons.
well-govern-

self-effaci-

hob-naile-
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SOME SUGGESTIONS AS TO
8
TRIMMINGS FOR SUMMER HATS
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Toques figure sparingly among the summer models.
There Is a certain proportion of small hats, but the
majority are well above the medium and a great many
are quite large with inside brims and decided crowns.
one characteristic of the new hats is to be very
much trimmed, and this tends to make those of small
and medium sizes look larger than they are, while it
does not Increase those which are In themselves large,
as the trimming is always proportionately voluminous
and conceals a good deal of the shape.
This Is orie reason why shape has come to be a mat
ter of secomlry Importance.
It Is with soft straws
as it has been with felts this winter; the milliner converts them into almost any shupe she chooses. These
generally go to make hats not exceeding the medium
In size.
Others generally maintain something of the
capeline form and many have low or high crowns.
More often than not the brim is bent down ut the back
and often In front too, but a circular barretto prevents
their pinning down on the hair which is still worn
puffed out immensely over the brow and at the sides.
liamlcaux a Necessity in Summer Jlcudwcar.
Straw shapes are no longer made with bandeaux of
the same, which are heavy and apt to muss the hair. I
see that most milliners now make them of wire covered
plain with tulle and bordered with a narrow bias of
velvet. This Is sufticienty firm as a support, and to
accommodate the small ruchlng of tulle or the soft
drooping bow of ribbon which is about the only trim
ming vouchsafed them.
Paradise
Swell Hats.
The demand for ostrich feathers has passed the
acute stage, and very fortunately so, for the provisions
threatened to give out and the feathers were being
pulled four times a year instead of twice. It is un
derstood, however, that this is only a temporary lull,
owing to the disinclination shown by American ladles
for hats trimmed with paradise and all descriptions of
aigrette. The models specially provided for your buyers are seldom ornamented In this way, but milliners
will continue to favor them for trimming hats for home
consumption, Parisians not having learnt to sacrifice
themselves for humane notions.
I think the taste for certain uncouth scraggy feath
ers is dying out. On the other hand very lone couteaux
again to the fore. Eagles' and argus' plumes rank
highest, but they have become so rare ami are there
fore so costly that they are not In frequent use, and
the long tail feathers of the cock pheasant generally
take their place. These are sometimes appliqued with
little patches of small plumage imitating tho markings
and eyes of these of the eagle or argus or merely as
a means of giving them additional color. The Mllllnerv1
Trade Hevlew.

lr
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FEW OF MANY THINGS WOMEN
ARE DOING INI THIS OUR DAY
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Taos, and which would have effectually abolished gambllnff In New Mexico
had It become law. This bill was re-

ported to the council promptly and
since that time has been In a committee of that body.
Yesterday the Ppless
bill was passed by the council as a
substitute for house bill No. 14, the
bill by Mr. Ranches.
The council
bill was amended to make its provisions effective January 1, 1908, as
It Is understood a number of gambling licenses do not expire until that
time and to enforce the bill before
then would cause confusion.
The
passage of the bill was unanimous,
Cameron, democratic member, voting
aye. but protesting that the bill ought
to be effective at once.
There Is some question as to how
the house will look nt tho "measure
proposed by Mr. Spless to eradicate
gambling. That a gimbling bill will
pass this legislature is a certainty but
whether It will be the bill by Mr.
Spless Is an uncertainty.
It is believed, however, Ihut this bill will be
come law. It is a strong, carefully
drawn measure and would do the
work thoroughly and the house will
undoubtedly see It in that light.
Oucstion of iiaine Wnnlcii.
President Spless introduced in the
council, a bill to abolish tho present
rather expensive office of game warden and to substitute In its stead n
system providing for the appointment
of game wardens by boards of county
commissioners.
The bill after reading went to the committee on territorial affairs.
Micro's Dream Will l'ado Away.
Under suspension of the rules. Mr.
Mlera succeeded In having his bill, to
Increase by three men, the present
mounted ponce force and to raise the
pay of that territorial standing army.
taken up out of order In the council.
The bill passed by unanimous vote.
What its fate will be In the house Is
not at all problematical.
The house
members have demonstrated
before
they
to
are opposed
that
such a large
expenditure of public funds for the
sole protection if nny of a few
ranches near Santa Fe. The bill will
undoubtedly die a quick, sudden and
final death when It gets before the
house. If It ever does.
House Itepresenlntlves Hard Workers
There were no new bills In the
house at Thursday's session. However
there was pleaty to do judging from
the stack of committee reports on the
speaker's desk over which he peered
at tne house members.
No legislation Is rushed through.
There Is no hurry when It comes to
a matter of consideration of a measure. Time is saved, however, in the
perfect working order of that republican majority, which always knows
where It stands, votes Intelligently,
quietly and for the people. Thursday, a record-breakin- g
number of
measures were acted upon and
a
large number went to the council,
having been passed by the house.
There is no doubt but that the hrfuse
will succeed In clearing Its decks in
good shape by March 21.
I'Uliiiiitlon Hill Friday's Work.
The education bill, house bill No.
107, will never be considered by the
house. The committee on education
reported It Thursday afternoon, recommending that It be not passed but
that a substitute bill be passed. This
bill was made the special order for
Friday morning , at 10 o'clock. The
substitute bill is" even more voluminous than the one which It will undoubtedly supplant. lit is understood
that the educators have practically
agreed to Its provisions and that there
will be little obstruction in the way
of its speedy passage. The bill provides for a thorough revision of the
present school laws and in addition
provides for the election of county
school superintendents with .educational qualifications. These qualifications are prlnclpnjly that said superintendent must have at the time of
his election, a first grade certificate
and that he must also have had practical teaching experience.
The bill grades the pay so that it
ranges not uccordlnir to counties hut
according to the actual work done In
a sum not to exceed In any case $1,500
and not below $300.
Otherwise the bill contains much
In the original draft
by
prepared
Joint committee of council and house.
the territorial board of education and
the superintendent of public instruc- j
tlon, retired Hiram Hadley.
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CLASH

TOMtillT.

Milwaukee, Wis., March 15. Tom
my Hums has matched (leo. Memsic
against Charley Neary for tonight in
this city for $5,000 and when he gets
through with him he will back him
for a match ngainst the redoubtable
Joseph Uans for $1,000. Hums says
Memsic put Neary away at Los An
geles easily In two rounds, and can
do it again. Meurslc has hau victories
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EXCURSIONS

Storms by using the "GUNN"
Book Case.

All sizes.

,

k,

Sec-tion- al

.

STRONG,

F. H.

House Furniture
Copper and Second

Strong Block

REFRIGERATORS
The Automatic

AUTOMATIC

1

5

Constructed

on Scientific

Principles.

CALL AND SEE THEM

MclNTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque. New Mexico

over such men as Adam Ryan, Gan's
partner; Fred Landers,
Cyclone Thompson and several others
prominence.
of less

sparring

"What would you say," asked Mr.
Mollycoddle, "if I should tell you In
real ea'nest that I loved you deah-ly?- "
"I wouldn't say anything," replied
the girl. "I'd be overcome with

shame."

J. D. Eakla, President
G. Gloml, Vice President.

LITTLE

TRADE

!
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BucMMore to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI a QIOMI.
WMOLKBALK DIALERS IN

Maple Flake
We were one of the first grocers
to put this article in stock. We
sold It then and ever since at 12
cents per package.
The other day the agent representing the manufacturers was In
town working the trade.
When
he came to our place he stated
that we would have to quit selling
It ut 1214 cents and charge 16
cents from now on. We asked
him how he was going to stop us.
He stated that the manufacturers
would refuse to sell the wholesaler if they sold us and we cut
the price.
We Informed him that we were
not In the habit of acepting dictations as to our prices, and that we
should continue to sell at our own
figures and we will.
We have
plenty of the goods In stock,
which We offer to the people at
12 V4 cents per package, and we
want to sell lots of it because we
still make a profit.
CASH

t

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
klip ivirythlng

In stock ti outfit thi
most fastidious bar complete
Have been appointed exclusive agents In the 8outhwcet for Joe.
Schlltx,

HISTORY

About

I KHQVK

Trent rer.

Consolidated Liquor Company

W

A

Chu. Mellnl, Secret&rr

O. BachechI,

.

Wm. Lemp and St Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone.
Green River, W. H. McBrayer'e Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and otlier standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the etralght article aa received by us from the beat
Ueriee,
DlBt'.lleiies and Breweries In the United Stat a. Call and tnseeet oar
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Priee Wat,
Issued to dealers only.

V
Humphrey

OVALS
HEAT w th the
Whole of it.
COOK with
Half of it.

Simple,

Cheap,
Economical.

GllO-(Kit- V

COMPANY.

I

days.

,

Mexico
25

31$

The Albuquerque

Marble Ave. l'hdne. 206
MOMCR H. WARD, Mgr.

and Hot urn $10.25.
to May 18. Limit July 31.
Cit y

Gas, Electric Light
and Power Go.
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MILUNfRY OPENING

I lie
oauglllel of Hie late iilshoo Huntington of
central New York Miss Arria S. Huntington, who Is
well known in this borough, will shortly tiublish her
father's Life and Letters.- - She is also the author of
'
Tinier a Colonial Hoof Trie."
Three .hairs in Ohio Wesleyaii university are to
be endowed ut a cost of over $100,000 by Mrs. Morris
Sharp, of Washington Court House, Ohio. In doing this
Mrs. Sharp is carrying out the wishes of her late hus
band. Morris Sharp.
Even In unprogressive China there is an awaken
ing to better things. The empress of China, has Issued
a decree abolishing torture cither as a punishment for
crime or as u means for extorting confession, thus reversing government for thousands of years.
One of the few women admitted to the American
Society of Wood Engravers is Mrs. Anna Uotsford
who received a medal for wood engraving at the
l'arls exposition. Mrs. Comstock Is the well known
nature study lecturer at Cornell, and Is an authority on
the ways und habits of insects, bees and butterflies.
The first woman associate of the Hoyal Institute
of Hrltish An Vitects is Miss Ethel Charles, of Flushing,
near Falmouth. England.
In competition with many
masculine students she has Just won the Hoyal Institute's silver medal and twenty-fiv- e
guineas for un essay
on the development of architectural art from
structural
requirements and nature of materials.
Miss Kugler, an American, was the lirst woman
doctor t, practice in the Madras presidency. In the
face of much opposition she collected enough money to
build a hospital for women and children at tluntur.
It bus been most successful, and more than 7,000 patient are now treated there every year. Newton (Kan.)
Republican.
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Protect Your Books from the sand

AI.IU

.like City ami lU'tiirn $.11.93.
March .in to April 2. Limit sixty
Salt

It;

SlEpTlIOlMAL

(Continued from Pngo One)

April
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Corn-stoc-

TRIES TO

KIUDAYf MARCH IS,1

SHIRK DUTY
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W. T. McCHKlUIIT,

EVENING f CITIZEN; i

Corner Fourth and
Gold Avenue

Phone Red 98

Saturday March 16, 1907

COAL

See Us Before You Buy. The Grandest Display of Eastern Styles Ever Exhibited in Albuquerque Manicuring and Halrdressing In Connection.

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
$6.50
BEST AMERICAN
BLOCK
PER TON
$8.50

McPariiand, 312 west Railroad Avenue
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KKCC0
STAR
GOLD

l
Oh
Heer

A.

WOOD

SALOON

1

1

BIO LOAD OF MILL WOOD
FOR
$2.25 AND $2.79

jui j hcjs jne
c

Hall l'lace of Recreation.

John

First Class Wines Liquors and Cigars

FRATI

&

602 80UTH

MONROE

00C0
The St. Elmo

BARNETT, Prop'r.

2 0 West Railroad

0Oa

000

Avenue

WIIVT IS TIIK WOULD
TO?

Bcaven

FIRST STREET.

EAPERT

Finest Whiskies

i

Wines, Brandies, Etc.

!

AND
BAMPL
CLUB ROOM

I

Shoemaking and Repairing
903 N. rirtt
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e
The Citizen Print Shop Is
e where you can get the most for
S your money. We print every.
V thing but greenbacka and post
age stamps. Either phons.

COMIXH

H..ni.i us.
:ut vt know
th.
people who Inhabit this part tiilt
f it will
ad.l to their health, length of life anrt
hnrpine. if they eat Italll.,K s
txinie thing true of our rolls.
,,i8 and
other pastry. Sure you have
th.
name?
-

P. Matteucci

TKLCPMCNI, 312

JOSEPH

S.

S

etttttfVS

H..

PIONEER BAKERY,
207 Koutli nrst strwt.
KEK'S HOT CHOCOLATE

DHl'G STORE.

VL-TO.V-
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If you want niulu in
wwtlslng.
irv an Evetttg Citisen want
ad.

miDAX,

MA fUH

'ALBUQUERQUE

U, It07.

GOVERNOR ROSS BASEBALL

10

IS

BE HON-

BEE RICH PAYS

GETTING

ORED

SIS e

FOR ASSAUL I-

BUSY

TELEGRAPHIC

TH

ING SEJGLE

The following quotations were received by P. J. Oraf & Co., brokers,
rer their own private wires from
New York. Room 37, Barnett building, Albuquerque, N. M.:
New York Stocks.
121V
American Sugar
94
Amalgamated Copper
123
American Smelters
36
American Car Foundry
90
Atchison com
54
Anaconda
64V4
American Locomotive
101
Baltimore and Ohio
61
Brooklyn Rapid Transit '
173
Canadian Pacific
33
Colorado Fuel
13
Chicago Great Western
Krie com
294
118
Louisville and Nashville
70
Missouri Pacific
19
Mexican Central
55 Vi
National Lead
116
New York Central
75 V,
Norfolk
125
Northern racitlc
38
Ontario and Western
Pennsylvania
122'4
105
Reading com
21
Rock Island com
81
Southern Pacific
St Paul
.M34
22
Southern Railway
135
Tennessee Coal
136
Union Pacific
36 Ti
I'. S. S. com
U. S. S. pfd
99
25
Greene Con
4
Santa Fe Copper
162
Calumet and Arizona
81
Copper Range
91
North Butte
,
28
Butte Coal
18',
Shannon ex Due
49
old Dominion
May cotton
$9.74
Total sales 1,722,200.
4
Money 5j5 per cent.

.........

Summary of Conditions.
New York, March 15. American
stocks in London rallying rapidly,
with Union Pacific, Amalgamated
Copper and St. Paul up over eight
points.
Secretary Cortelyou will anticipate
redemption of 325, 000,000 government
fours to help market.
Treasury will deposit customs receipts with banks in cities not posses-Hln- g
K.

11.

stocks.

Hurrlman

says he sold no

No advance In anthracite
will be made this spring.

prices

Light, demand for stocks in the
loan crowd.
London fears early gold engagements by New York.
Three small failures in London.
Atchison officials say Texas crop
reports are exaggerated.
Gates a large seller of Union Pacific
this morning.
Liverpool, 2 p. in. Futures 1 to 2
lower, quiet cotton.

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, March 15. Cattle receipts 2,000, including 200 southerns;
market steady. Southern steers $3.75
43 6.25;
cows
$3.00 Hi 4.00;
southern
native cows and heifers fi.OO'H 5.25;
stockers und feeders $3.75 rii 5.25 ; bulls
$3.00i4.25: calves $3.00 in 7.00; western fed steers $4.00?f5.90; western
fed cows $3.004.50.
Sheep receipts 3000, market steady.
Muttons $5.005.90: lambs $ 7.25 r
7.75; range wethers $5.50 'i 6.75 ; ewes
$5.00

W

5.60.

Onialiu Livestock.
Omaha, Neb., March 15. Cattle receipts 7.000, market steady to stronger. Western steers $3.25 Hi 5.25 ; Texas
steers $3.00 Hf 4.25 ; cows and heifers
canners
$2,2544.25:
$2.003.00;
stockers nnd feeders $3.00 1,1 5.00 : calves $3.00(ii6.50; bulls $ 2.75 Hi 4.50.
Sheep receipts 6,000, market
cents higher. Yearlings $5.85110.50;
wethers $5.25 f 5.75 ; owes $ 4 7 Tf)
5.65; lambs $6.75 Hi 7.75.
Produce Market.
March 15. Closing quotations:
May
75 7!i77; Julv 7 7 Si f S
Wheat
77H.
May 4 4 7fr45; July 43,.
Corn
Oats May (0W'h; July 36 i 0- .
Pork May $15.75; Julv $15.92'..
Lard May $9.07: July $9.15.
Klbs May $6.80; July $S.9o.
Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, March 15. Cattle receipts
Beeves
7,500 strong.
$4.20 rrf 6.85
cows ancl heifers $1.75115.25; stockers and feeders $2.75 1i 5.00; Texan
$4.15 4.75; calves $6.00! 7.00.
Sheep receipts 6,000 market stronc.
Sheep $3.90if 6.00; lambs $ 4 90 'it 8. on.
Money Market.
New York, March 15. Money on
tall firm. 4W15 per cent; prime mer- ntile paper til '4 per cent: silver
fi'-fl-

T,

;

7c.

Metal Market.

New York. March 15. Lead quiet
$; on'i; 6.30: copper quiet.

$25'i25

V

Si.

St. IOiiU Wool Market.
Louis, March 15. Wool

.

unchanged.

Salter Market.

St. Louis, March 15.

$1.77.

Things pertaining to base ball are
After hearing the evidence of Hie
beginning to buzz in the sunny cli- Selgle-Rlc- h
case, which lusted from
mate of the southwest. Even Albu
querque Is getting busy. Tills busy- - 10 o'clock this morning until 4:30
necs, however, Is all under the sur- o'clock this afternoon, Judge Craig
dismissed tho defendants, Uieh ami
face an activity that scents of mys- Oliver,
tery. Manager Arthur Cavannugh extortion,of the charge of felony anil
and fined Rich the sum of
has been seen writing a lot of letters. $15 for assault
upon Selgle.
that is nil that the public must know) , The testimony of the principal witjust now. It will all come out after nesses is given below:
Selgle's story to tho court this
i while, after the wires are nil tied.
but all that the fan gets now Is morning was about the same as that
given
The Kvenlng Citizen's reprepromises.
These promises offer anything for sentative a few days ago, nnd which
Albuquerque from the pivot In a red-h- appealed in this paper on the evenleague between Trinidad, Las Ve ing following the event In the saloon.
gas, Albuquerque and Kl Paso to an
Selgle contended that he first enteam that will travel all over tered the Santa Fe restaurant for the
the whole southwest country advertis- purpose of eating a sandwich, after
ing the city Hiid doing other things, which he went Into the saloon to take
which are to be a mystery for some a drink. "In there," said he in telling
time to come yet. This last wire Is his story to the court, " were Rich
not tied yet. But when It Is tied. If and a number of other men, part of
it ever Is, the fan will prick up his whom 1 knew nnd part of whom were
ears. This Is redhot "stuff." but the strangers to me. We began slinking
reporter promised not to tell It.
the box for small coins, nod I lost
ready to walk
about $2. I was
Workmen began cleaning up Trac out and go home,then
when Rich protion park yesterday getting It ready posed a game of 'freeze out'
In one
for a season of good sports. The old of the wine rooms Just oft the bar
bleachers, which were moved out In room proper. I consented to play for
the middle of the diamond for the a while, and we begun for pots of
foot ball games, which took place In $2.60 each. All of the other men left
the north end of tjie park, have been the room nnd Rich and myself were
moved back to their old place west of alone. Finally the others came
the grand stand. The holes in the We had a drink or two and then back.
went
base ball grounds are being filled up into the game again,
for
and the track smoothed up to fast $5 pots. I went brokethisandtime
condition. The first base ball game on to quit, but Rich gave me a wanted
the tapis Is one between the Indians
stack of chips, saying he would
from the local school and the Uni give me a chance to get even
with
versity, which will probably be played him, I lost
that stack nnd four
a week from tomorrow.
others, making $25 worth of chips In
that Rich had given me. He then
President O'Brien of the American all
gave
three stacks of $10 each,
Association said the season would and I me
not long In loosing them.
open April 17, and close September About was
time, Mr. Mount came In
18.
He announced that the western with a this
pen
bottle of Ink In his
clubs would begin In the east; Mil- hand. Rich and
then demanded that I
waukee base ball club at Columbus, give him a check
O.; St. Paul at Toledo, O.: Kansas 1 had taken fromto pay forI the chips
him.
told him
City at Louisville, Ky., and Minneapthat I could not write a check, as I
olis at Indianapolis.
had no money In the bank. However,
and began to beat me,
Jack Nash, the clever pedagogue he Insisted
I signed the checks for fear of
pitcher, who twirled two years for when
being
killed. I shouted that I would
Las Vegas, has signed for the ap- be killed,
but Mount was against the
proaching season with Trlniuad.
and would not let me out. After
Webster will captain the Trini- door
a few blows, Oliver pitched In with
dad club this year.
Hlch and they beat me up badly. The
The New York City Giants, which first check they made me sign was
$50, and when I was preparing to
for
are now in California, will play two
games at Kl Paso, March 23 and 24, leave the place. Rich said I owed
and have promised to give the Pass him' $6 more, and then I was made
City bunch $100 for every Texan that to sign another check for that amount.
The checks were written on First
makes a run.
National bank paper, and I hnd no
"Blnger" Corhan, who was pur- money In that bank or any other.
"I had about $130 in bills nnd some
chased by Frank fielee for the Pueblo
Indians, goes to the Springs on April $4 In silver when I entered the sa1
for practice. The best wishes of loon? the man got nil of this besides
"Blnger's" many admiring friends go the two checks for $55. It was about
9:30 or 10 o'clock at night when I
with him.
went Into the saloon. I think It must
have been 4 o'clock In tho morning
when I did get out. The money In
WALTER B. FRANCIS
the bank belonged to my wife, and
I knew I could not draw it."
lSlcli Tells Another Slory.
GOES
TO
FRISCO
Rich's statement contrasts directly
with the plaintiff's.
Rich's testimony was as follows:
Walter 11. Francis has resigned as
"It was about midnight or half an
secretary for the Whitney company. hour
later when
first came into
the first street hardware house, and the saloon.
were only a few
leaves this evening for San Francisco, people In the There
I
at
saloon
the time.
where he will take up the very re
that Seigie had a little silver
sponsible duties of western agent for noticed
his hand, an I he wanted to play
the N. O. Nelson Manufacturing Co., In
roulette wheel. Mr. Mount, who
of St. Louis, one of the largest Imple the
runs
wheel, lefused to play with
ment manufacturing concerns in the him. theSlegle
then wanted to shake
United States. Mr. Francis' most In- the box with someone.
He seemed
timate friends have known of his con- very anxious to have some
sort of
templated move for some time. Mr. gambling. He
asked Mount to shak."
Francis went to Kl Paso last week to the box with him,
rewas
and this
meet Mr. Nelson's representative, but
him. Selgle then asked me to
not until after his return here did he fused
1
accept the offer made him. It was too gamble with the1 dice with him.
told him that
would not, for the
Mattering to turn down.
1
money
had no
with me.
Mr. Francis has been eleven years reason that
However, he kept insisting upon a
in the service of the Whitney comgame,
was
I
barkeeper
and
think
the
pany, beginning as collector.
Mr.
Whitney, president of the Whitney the first to take him up. Those two
company, says that he Is one of the men played for a while and I think
won about four dollars.
Durmost trustworthy, responsible young Selgle
this time a stranger had got Into
men he has ever had In his employe. ing game
the
and 1 think Selgel won once
or twice from him.
He then came
buck to me and wanted me to shako
ARBOR
AT
DAY
1
told him again that 1
with him.
had no money, but Mount pitched me
a quarter and I lost It to Selgle in no
THE
UNIVERSITY time Mount gave me a dollar then
and 1 lost it. He then gave me $4,
making $5.25 in all, und 1 lost every
cent of it to Selgle. I then quit the
Arbor Day is being observed at game and went back to tho roulette
the University this afternoon. A crowd wheel.
Selgle soon came
around
of students went to the river this again, culling me a coward and saymorning with two large wagons for ing that I wasn't game. It was then
cotton woods, poplars, etc., while an that I proposed a game of "freeze-out- "
other division were digging holes on with him. I wanted to play for $1 a
the campus. The planting began at game and Selgle wanted to mdke it
1 o clock and continued
for two hours $5. Mount gave me another $5 and
after which the annual student-facu- l
we
the game. I wanted to
ty game of base ball took place. The play started
in the barroom, but Selgle insistlabors of the afternoon wers inter- ed that we go into a wine room, as
rupted to enjoy the dainty refresh- he wus afraid someone might see him
ments served by the young ladies of gambling. We went in
the first
the school. Arbor Day is an annual game, for $2.50, I won. and The
next
observance at the territorial Institu- was for $3, and Selgle won.
After a
tion and in the past four years fully few games, in which I was the
winthree hundred trees have been set out ner, Selgle
lie was broke. I told
on the campus, drives and walks laid him he had Kiid
quit, but he wanted
out, and other lanscape features add- someone to better
cash a check for him,
ed to make surroundings there pleas that he might continue
the game.
ant.
Finally Mount was called, and after
some hesitation he cashed Seigle's
first check for $25. Selgle told him
that If he did not want to wait until
the bank was open that he would
bring him the money the next morning before 10 o'clock.
Well,
the
Charles Burns, aged 35 years, and game proceeded, and 1 won that $25.
a resident of Pueblo, Colo., died at 1 then wanted to stop, but Selgle
askthis ed Mount for another $15. Mount
his rooms on the Highlands
morning. The body is being held nt finally decided to
go hlni $15 more,
the Strong undertaking parlors until but when Seigle wrote the second
word from his relatives lias been re- check it was for $50. He told Mount
ceived. The deceased was a
to give hi tn back the first one. and to
cash the second with $25. This was
$10 more than he had lirst asked for,
. Amis.
B.
and Mount hesitated before he would
B. H. Ames, a middle aneii man, give him tho money.
Selgle then
whose home was in Pittsburg, Pa., again said the checks wore as good us
died at the sanitarium tills morning gold, as he had the money in the
of 1II11M1 moill:l
In
with his bank, nnd that if Mount wanted him
son. he had been staying in the coun to he would bring down the $50 betry near the city. Wednesday morn- fore the bank opened.
His second
ing he came to town and entered the $25 went as fast as tho first,
and I
sanitarium with the result as stated. soon had that.
He then wanted $10
The sou will accompany the bodv to more and Mount refused him.
1
Pittsburg tonight.
offered him s his last chance to get
even $10 worth of chips, if he would
O. W. Strong of Los Angeles arquit when they were gone.
He
rived this morning for a visit to his promised to do so and I gave him his
sons here. Mr. Strong was for many $10 and took his check.
the
years a business man in Albuquerque hand had been played, Selgle After
attemptand there are few of the older
ed to grab tho chips, which were
who do not know him. He was mine, and we began to quarrel.
He
:he only undertaker in the city for a called me a thief and several other
number of years.
Finally I lost control of mythings.
self and struck at him. However, beI'ltKSIl
TOMATOKK.
(iltKKN fore releasing my blow, I recalled my
CIIII.I.
IIAIIISIIKS. ASI'Alt
S, temper
struck him but lightly.
M itoKMA
iiKAit i.irrrici:. Oliver roand
ver touched the man at all.
VIKIt CltlSS AT Til K MON
ARCH In fact, he prevented me striking him
t.itot i:itv t o.
again. Oliver had nothing whatever
rt
He was an onto do with the case.
TOO LATE To CLASSIFY.
and only interceded when the
WAN'TKD To buy saddle horse and looker,
Kiddle.
Room 20, Grant Building. quarrel arose."
ot

ill-st- ar

Spelter weak.

tlSBi

Brl &

M

opcuidi Hiiiiumiurjiiimn
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fa
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1

your valuable time we want to make an
announcement. We are sure that the
same will be of interest and we also feel
quite sure that it will be time well spent
and a money saver.
We have decided to close out at once
our entire line of yardage goods, such as
Silk, Dress Goods, White and Wash
Goods, including all staple Dry Goods,
Embroideries, Laces, etc., regardless of
former prices, which will mean a loss to
us and money saved for you. There will
be nothing reserved in these lines ot new
goods for this season; everything must go.
Our reason for doing this is, to convert
this store into a specialty store of
MISSES' and

LADIES'

CHILDREN'S

A

ALBERT FABER'S

MADE
DRUG

..Staab Building

fa

Puts System Into Your Business

rfa
fa

I

WHEN
book.

I

you pay all bills by check, your business n recorded
Each Item showa for Itself. There la a
record of all receipta and expendlturea In your bank

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt You hava poalUv
proof that you paid each obligation.
We gtve the same careful attention to both large and amall
accounts.

The Bank of Commerce
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000
OaX3OSX3aK)00O0O0OOt(

to

this opportunity pass without seeing our
fine, large and bran new seasonable goods
which we are going to close out. Sale
starts Monday, March 18th, at 9 o'clock.
Yours for business,

to

LEON B. STERN,

fa

?Chas. L. Keppeler
a
ft

DKALBR IN

fa

PROPRIETOR LION STORE
RAILROAD AVE., ALBUQUERQUE,

.

A Checking Account

it

READY-TO-WE-

.

fa
fa
fa

During this sale we will give special
reductions on all other goods. Do not let

220 W.

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

to

&

and Re inforced Wire Mattress

e

Come in and see them on our floor.

Shoes. Hosiery, Underwear, Notions and Novelties

S

Well-Mad-

completes this desirable piece. Sides drop down to allow
the little one to creep into and out of the crib without
being lifted.

kto

N. M,

fa
St

AWNINGS
P

317 and 319 South Second Street

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

The American I.umlx-- r
Company
ml will give n free conevrt nt lYac-tio-u
I 'ark Sunday afternoon.

SATVIHVWS SPIXTAI, SALK.

I to

4 5c
do.. Kansas eggs
1S(;
lbs. fresh Ginger Snaps
AT Till:
STIlAWIlKllltll-11c
Pancake Flour, per pkg
TtlMOIlltOW.
5c
l'opcorn, per pkg
2
25c
cans
California I'lums
I'HKSII IfKOlMTS
AT Till:
2 cans I'le Pears
MOXAKCII
iKO( KltV CO.
1
bottle Chill Sauce. 1 bottle of
Pickles and 1 bottle of Chow-ChoSlightly TvvMctl.
for
"Let me congratulate you, old man. Large package of Oat Flakes. . . 25
I hear you have a girl
at your 2 pkgs. of Lion Coffee
2 5c
house."
I 1c
Tapioca, per pkg
"Yes, we have one. Hut she can't
speak a word of English, and It
TIIK MAIZK.
wouldn't surprise me If she quit beW.M. Kli:KI:, Propr.
fore her week's up."
2

2

MOX-AIK'-

II

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - . J

UnderBavoy II t t
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor
1

w

Convenience - Comfort - Security f
. The telephone niakea the
duties lighter, thecarealesa

FOR SALE, TRADE OR LEASE

YOU NEED A

My Blacksmith Shop, Complete
111

Health the Only

OlSilY' HHOI'

IIM

TEXEPnOXE IX TOUR

B

lit

IIOMI5

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Cause

TOWN

J

Values at
THE

Socorro, N. M.

P. N. YUNKER,

The
telephone
prese
your health, prolongs your
and protects your home,

and the worries fewer.

CHAMPION

GROCERY

COj

Cannot be measured by ordinary
standards.

Groceries, Meats, Poultry, Best
Lucca Olive OU

MISS LUTZ

MATTEUCCI & BRO.

MILLINERY
Openings, Friday and Saturday
Evenings
2O0 SOUTH mmCOMO

BTRCKT

622-62-

NEVER

4

West Tljeras

In.

Phone 51

JALK,I

& BREAD

YOUR GROCER HAS IT

j

My Prices for Work

Get Busy

$1.00 to $1.50

Watches Cleaned
M

..,.,,.,,,,

liit

Springs

Nickel Alarm Clocks Uopali eJ
Work Fully Guaranteed.

N H

FRENCH BAKERY

$1.00 to $1.60

110

ANDRUS

kut

.

.

.50c
OX

Cold

Avenue

ts

;.!

Metal Crib

These come in white and vernis martin.

GARMENTS:

a--

FEE'S PEEnLEBS HOME
Till: HKsT I'ltKslI IIKATS.
( Kit U.S. AM)
CANDIES,
AT WALTON'S
I) AT J. V. IAI
H
M Kit's. 501
onill KlltST STItKKT STORE.

should be a fitting accompaniment to all that important person's belongings.
Nothing is more
comfortable, sanitary and
safe than a

If you will give us a few moments of

Kd-wa- rd

resl-len-

HllllftllllAII

VnOAin

DEAR MADAM

five-doll- ar

MARKETS

to

-

Mission of Kansas Hermit to Brown's Manager Has Some Charge of Extortion Dismisthing up His
sed -- Selgle's Stoiy Too
be Emphasized by Means of
Flimsy.
Public Meeting.
The reception to be given to Gen.
Hugh Cameron nnd flov. K. O. Koss,
In tho Presbyterian church next Monday evening will serve to emphasize
the FlRniMcance of the visit of Gen.
Cameron to our city. lie comes representing, In a measure, the great
late of Kansas to express the present
sentiment of her people toward Gov.
Koss. For many years Gov. Hons was
considered a traitor to the trust reposed In him when he was sent to the
senate of the United States to represent the state of Kansas. He was ostracized and in fact driven out of the
republican party. He was condemned
as one who had held his honor and
manhood to the enemies of his state.
Of late years, when party feeling cooled off and the facts began to be understood, Gov. Hops' act has been regarded as the deed of an honest nnd
fearless man, who followed the dictates of his conscience. If President
Johnson had been impeached In 1868,
thoughtful men now consider that It
would have been a disgrace to the
ountry. Gov. ltoss' vote averted that
calamity.
The meeting Monday evening will
afford the citizens an opportunity to
assure Gov. Koss of their confidence
in him and their consideration
and
sympathy on account of the wrong
done him for so many years.
Mr. Frank McKee, the mayor of
Albuquerque, will preside over the
meeting.

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALWAYS

KAT

RAILROAO)

FREStlTASTY

PNOTCCTIB mi

J, A. KREMIS

O. S. PATENT.

J.

C.

UALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

DRUGS,

PATENTS,

CONFECTIONERY,

323 South Second

treat

STATIONERY

PAINT

S

Covers more, looks

the longest, most economical; full measure.

BUILDING

PAPER

Always In stock.

I'laoter,

best, wear

I J me.

CemeaL

Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALUIQIKRQI'E. NEW MKX.

TUCK SIX.

6REA T

1

AMERICA

veellng

EOF

My
ri.iwn.

their

In

fcllow-cltijien-

s.

Into

the

terrible debauches.
we went
down,
verv chop suev

E

PURITY
PROCESS

I

The first ballot cast in the elate of
Illinois under the operation of the
Australian ballot system was cast by
a democrat, a Virginian who had voted for Andrew Jackson for presiyears Coins and Greenbacks That
dent, and who was ninety-thre- e
old when the new law went Into effect. It was In July, 1891, at Old
Are Now Curlos-Itles- .
Berlin, in Sangamon county, that a
special election was held and the new
system of secret balloting put to a
test. The polls opened at 6 o'clock
In the morning, and although a largo
crowd was waiting, no vote was cast FIRST NOTES UNREDEEMED
until shortly after 11. when Colonel
Speers, who was a late sleeper,
walked In nnd cast the first seHamilton
cret ballot in Illinois. Tho whole Portrait of Alexander
town had waited to give the preceStill on Old Issues.
dence to Its esteemed oldest inhal-tan- l

IS

Amusing and Interesting In
cidents Gathered From
Political Battlefields.

Other Oddities.
South D.iknt.i gi rilus who
shamed and humiliated u county congood nnd loyal republiof
vention
cans by an old scrapbook trick. He
had long whiskers and a radical
mind, and III
he left the repub
licans ami allied himself with thii
populists. Certain forms of radical
ism now in vogue, and considered en
tirely polite in these piping times of
peace, were then thought to be quite
rude. This South Dakota statesman
stayed with the populists until they
were no more, and then he tried to
get buck into tile republican party.
He tried again and nguln. but found
the doors were closed to him.
Finally "the boys" agreed that he
had been punished enough and they
permitted him to be made a delegate
to the convention.
He managed to
get himself on the committee on resolutions and he wrote the platform
i ne convention adopted It with a
howl, and the chulrman said it wa.)
the true doctrine of republicanism
as preached by Lincoln ami
and lloosevelt. Then the gentleman with the long whiskers and
the popullstic career got up and solemnly proved to that convention,
with the aid of a scrapbook. that it
had adopted the Omaha platform of
the late people s party. How "th
sun do move!"
It was

PALITECS NOW IS OFTEN
PERSONAL AND NOT PARFY

In Good Old Days It Was by Ora
tory That Political Contests
Were Won or Lost.
Illy lYcderto .1. llaxkln.)
is the treat American
It is played in every (trails
(inc.
the stnke may be tne
Hfr.
anil
f
presidency of the United (States or
Ukc honor of veins ft delegate to a
eouaty convention. The game's the
thing, and whether the stakes be
ltieh or low. your true American
lays It to a finish. The results of
Ihe srame are history nnd known to
the game is
all men. The way
ulaved makes footnotes to history.
Bryan, a
Mrs. William Jennings
politician of no small ability, was one
of the two persons In the United
Mini ps who went to the democratic
national convention in Chicago in
1806 firm In the belief that her husband would be nominated for president. The other person was William
Jennings Bryan himself. He never
His
loot faith, and was nominated.
wife wavered Just once. After the
crcat "cross of gold and crown of
thorns speech had made Mr. Bryan
the hero of the convention, there
waa the lcng day session devoted to
nominating speeches. Then the convention adjourned until the next day
without taking a ballot.
On the morning of July 7, when
was made, Mrs.
the nomination
Bryan rode Into the city with Will-tor- n
II. Springer and Urey Woodson.
The latter is now secretary of the
aatlonal democratic committee, and
be wu the first man to take up the
Bryan boom in the convention before the great speech. Mr. Woodson said:
"We will nominate him
today." Mrs. Bryan sadly replied:
"No, I think not. It could have been
4one yesterday, but I fear it Is too
late. I have seen Mr. Bryan cap-tar- e
the galleries before and lose the
delegates."

Politlrs

OF

Means Excellence of the

Preparation.

ALBUQUERQUK

NEW MKXICO

and equally effective as a

medicine.

capital and surplus. $100,000

Think o: nearly ONE HUNDRED MILLIONS of buxes of
Cascarets sold in the last eleven years, all on the pure merit of
this wonderful preparation, and every tablet of nearly a BILLION
TABLETS having exactly the same Purity, Quality and Medicinal Merit as the rest of them. It is the PURITY OF PROCESS that made this seeming; miracle possible purity in the
cci-.of exactness, nicety, care and selection.

From the New York Sun.
Some half dozen men In this country make a specialty of collecting the
different varieties of I'nlted Stnles pa- pi r money.
Chief among them are
It. It. Orowne nnd G. H. Hlake, of
New York who Jointly produced the
paper on the history of paper money
in the I'nlted States recently read by
Mr. Hrowne at a meeting of the Am
erican Numismatic and Archaeloglcal
society.
Mr. Hlnke exhibited at the
same time the bills referred to in Ihe
paper.
Among the I'nlted States Issues of
Taper money llrst came the demand
notes, which gave rise to the name of
greenbacks. Congress on July 17, 1S61
iiuthnrixed an Issue of paper money of
the denominations of five, ten and
twenty dollars, of which fin.r3n.()0(
went at once Into circulation.
These notes were made payable in
New York. Philadelphia, Huston, Cin
cinnati nnd St. Louis, the Idea being
to distribute the redemption as much
as possible nnd not to embarrass any
one particular place. The subsequent
Issues were all made payable in New
York alone.
Demand notes were issued for n
period of less than eight months, for
by act of congress of February 25,
1K62, a new issue, tho first of the legal
tender notes, was authorized In denominations of ts, $10, $20, $50. $100,
$500 nnd $1,000.
Fifty million dollars of the new notes were used to
take up the demand notes, and they
soon disappeared from circulation.
The records now show that only a
little more than $50,000 of these notes
remain to be redeemed, nnd It is be
lieved that not more than $1,000 worth
are still In existence. The other notes,
It is supposed, are either destroyed or

INTEREST

When, in 1896, Cascarets were first treated, the purpose cf iti
is
wis to make the best Bowel Remedy ever designed and compounded.rid"
V: o
ptcparction was to be pure and harmless, made by PURE PROCKS
',
-l
sold under a pure promise that it would accomplish always what v;j
with the alternative of a guaranty or money refunded.

ALLOWED

SAYINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

With Amp's Means and IJnsurpsstJd Facilities.

-.

r.-

th-.rnrd-

,

'I lie grateful

recommendation

of hundreds of thousands

of

r!e.--.--

i.rons who found Cascaret3 to be TRUE and dependable was by far t;';e
element in the promotion of their success.
How that the PURE FOOD AND DRUG ACT has gone into erect,
3 cannot refrain from welcoming
it for the benefit of the people, rr.u
t.:e 32me time from claiming that we adopted OUR OWN PURE DRUG';n
in
1896,
by
At
and
steadfast adherence to the principles then set to gfi-Ji.. have convinced the world of the power of purity and truth as
exern-pMie- d

by Cascarets. a pure, honest, harmless, reliable article for the
vention and alleviation of all diseases of the stomach and bowels.

pre-

What stronger argument than the favor of millions of satisfied friend:;,
of whom hundreds of thousands have been relieved of great sufferings, can
offered to him or her who has not tried Cascarets when in trouble? T!.o
s!:yhtest attack of irregularity, costiveness, colic, headache, flatu'env , ai!
the signs of impending CONSTIPATION should be heeded as a vaniins.
i nd immediate recourse be taken to that great preventive of disease, Ci.v

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, 1160,00. 00.

and

SoMelta

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier: W: 3.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Win. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Salomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E.Cromwell,

'.ircts.

The specific purpose of Cascarets is not alone as a treatment for
cvre of Constipation, but even more so, to keep the entire food-csn.r'
ond sntiseptic, destroying all diserse germs before they can for;.; a '
.
if.S and start their iniquitous-activity-

('-

-l

rr;-- .
Those w'io have never tri;d Cascaret3, as an immediate laxativ.
'e cathartic, a positive preventive and the best
FAI.7ILY
l.'EDICTNE, should go to their own druggist TODAY and buy a little
lUo. box turely not too risky an investment.
They will be convinced and
arijed to our millions of friends. Be sure you get the kind you ask for
CascaieU, the enly original, genuine, every tablet marked "C C C."
7

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCIUSOX, TOPEKA AND SANTA WB
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portraits of StanHooter nnd Suitor.
ton and McPherson.
Pater Well, my boy, so you have
Collectors are glad to get notes of Interviewed your girl's father, eh! Did
low numbers and place great store by you make tho old codger
toe the
lost.
these. In one of the big collections
The designs of the greenbacks were are shown several notes Nos. 1 and 2 mark?
Son Yes, dad. I was the mark.
elaborate. The five dollar bill shows and quite a number under fifty.
Iloston Transcript.
the portrait of Alexander Hamilton at
the right, while on the left Is a female
Found at IjoM.
Illontl or nrunrt?
figure representing
America, after
3. A. Harmon, of Llzemore, West
Miss Lillian Collins, a good looking
Crawford's statute now on the dome Va., says:
last I have found the young lady of Hudson, returned Tuesof the eapltol. The reverse shows the perfect pill"Atthat
disappoints day to her home In that city after
liure "5" within a circle at either end, me; and for the never
benefit of others a week's sojourn with George Hollln-pe- r
While the trend of the times is to- with large letters spelling "Five" In afflicted with
typhoid
liver and
and family on Wooster avenue.
The rest of the surface of chronic constipation,
ward more Personal nolltk-gIn I hi the center.
will say: take New Philadelphia (O.) Times.
old days it was always the party, the the bill Is covered with little "6s."
GuarNew Life Pills."
The
bill hns Lincoln's Dr. King's
party, tne party. That made tolnt
Anyway, Spooner will have to hang
satisfactory.
25c at all dealportrait to the left, with a femnle anteed
debates more entertaining.
A cerout a sign now.
ers.
tain mountain congressional district representation of art to the right.
that was always strongly republican The reverse shows a long band run
m
m
had a congressman who was known ning through the center of the bill
county,
Virginia,
as a wonder on the stump. Although on which Is "United States of AmIn Washington
great
parties
two
the
are
me democrats had no chance of elec- erica." Hack of this. In size almost
there
of the width of the bill.
Watermelons
tion, they, too, had a famous orator,
and the
I
anelons. The race question has noth-a- n who was nominated regularly every Is a large "X." nt either side being
j!.
to do with it, as might be sup- two years. Just to make comnetltlon the numerals "10" In figures of equal
posed from the names of the factions, and add to the gayety of nations. On size. All the rest of the bill is in
is right
or Is there any great agricultural one occasion the republican was at- green and covered with minute "Xs."
are right
jnestion involved. There was a coun- tacking the democratic nartv as an while at either end Is a semicircle
the word "Ten," which
ts convention to nominate the coun- organization without principles. He made up of
runs from 0111 corner to the other.
ty ticket. Nomination meant elec- said:
twenty-dollbill shows In the
headcliques,
The
were
two
tion. There
yesterday as
d
was riding alonn over a. mnunt.ilM center of the obverse the figure of
ed by rival bosses. One of them
Ihe uncertain delegates and or- highway I came to a fork in the md Liberty, with sword nnd shield, the
ganized the convention. The other and there stood the devil. He
grab- eapltol being in the background. At
Uuarncd from oratory and persuasion bed my horse and said, 'Come with either side of the figure of Liberty are
to strategy. He brought a wagonload me. I claim your soul.' I told him large numerals, "2 and 0 In green.
Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
f watermelons, backed It up to the he had no right to my eoul, that 1 The back Is all green, nnd on the sur
face are sprinkled tiny "20c' In the
court house door, and yelled: "Free was a member of the M,.iho,ti
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You
for everybody." Tho church in good standing, had always center, within a circle, Is "United
watermelons
States of America," with n large "20"
opposition delegates left the court been a republican, and he
couldn't
house to feast, but those of the other claim me. He replied: 'I knew von within.
The demand notes were printed by
asde who were posted stayed in their were a Methodist, but I didn't know
seata and nominated a ticket before you were a republican. That belne the American Bank Note company,
All Kinds of
and Catalogue
was signed In pen and
the ruse was discovered. And thus the case, 1 will give you a chance. and each billpersons.
great parties were born.
Ask me to do three things, and if I ink by two
All the denominations of these notes
fail In any one of them you may go
mm
now extremely scarce, particularly
Politicians have often found them- nee, omerwi.se i will take you to are
notes. They
the ten nnd twenty-dolla- r
selves in the soup, but it remained torment.'
premium by paper
are
nt
a
held
all
I asked him to turn the beautiful
to
man,
u
candidate,
an
Ohio
lute
for
mountain stream In its course. Ho money collectors, especially when in
spet Into the chop suey. In the camtine condition. There were at least fif
paign between i'attison and lierrlck waved uphis hand and the water llowed teen
varieties, counting the bills made
the mountain side. I asked
for governor this man was one of back
cities, and
to level the mountains, anil with payable In the different
several candidates who delivered non- ahimgesture
some
of these bills rank In rarity with
spread before me a vast
partisan speeches at a basket picnic expanse heplain.
of
He smiled. I bad the rarest of the postage stamps.notes
and farmers' gathering at Four Cor- but one chance
The first issue of legal tender
left. A great inspirato
ners, Ohio. lie was speaking
tion seized my mind. 1 cried out, Is scarce, but not so rare as some
farmers and the "plum pumpkin" 'Tell
more
recent Issues. These notes had
.
me what are the nrlm-ini...r
chicked were
and the "yaller-lulged- "
democratic party." There was a the same obverse as tho demand notes
his themes. He contrasted the beau- the
howl of anger, a puff of smoke, a but bore a different reverse. One va
tiful. Independent life of the fanner smell
riety showed that the bill could be
with that of the more unfortunate gone. of sulphur, and the devil was convertible
into United States 6 per
The orator sat down amid a
dweller in the great city. He told of
bonds, while the
cent, twenty-yea- r
hie recent trip to New York, and how thunder of applause from his pur
other variety was recelvnble In pay
he had embarked on a rubber-nec- k
of all dues, public and private,
The democratic
war horse then ment
wagon 1o see the town. "We went
except customs and Interest on the
down, down. Into the heart of the took the stump. He said: "My public debt.
I have no doubt that my
horrible city. We went down, down, friends,
Tho Becond issue of legal tender
Into Chinatown, where the Orientals learned I opponent has told you the notes was nuthorlzed
by the act of
truth.
believe he met the devil and July 11. 1S62,
were living In their sin and squalor.
consisted of two
We went down, down, into the dives, that the incident between them oc- denominations, and
one
and two dollars,
just as he described it. And
where th opium smokers were re- - curred
the llrst United States bills of small
I am glad he asked Old Xlck
tha' denominations. The
note
question about the democratic party,
for it was sure to stump him. I am bore the portrait of Salmon P. Chase,
secretary
treasury,
while the
of the
SHORT TALKS BY glad for my friend that he did not
note aA that of Hamilton.
ask what were the principles of the
the Issue
Indicated
This
scries
that
republican party, for then the devil
L.
COOPER.
bills was contem- - (
would have said: 'Come with me. of three-dolla- r
The answer is easy, for 1 formed that plated, in the center or tne onverse
note Is a circle of
party myself, and have been run- of the
DEBILITY.
ning it ever since Its organization ' " lathework in green. Within this, with
the figures ranged one above the
other, are "1," "2," ami "3." On the
Many people who talk to me say: "1
Hoke
Smith,
secretary of
note is Bhown the "1" on
feci half sickullthe time. I dont just the Interior, andsometime
the recently chosen a white background, the other two
know what's the governor of Georgia,
is a churchman, ilgures backed by green.
The
. . . PUBLISHED BY . . .
matter with me." and his Influence has
bill hns the figure "2" on a
been greatly
This is general it.i oi jewfciou.i
In his state. white background, while the
other
mailers
debility. It s very In his memorable campaign for the two figures are in green.
common. People gubernatorial nomination the church
never
bill
Hut tile three dollar
who get in this was naturally not the uppermost sub- made Us appearance.
A bill of this
ject
In
his mind. Hut It helped him denomination
shape have my
was engraved
and
sympathy. They Just the same. He went into the proofs taken, but the treasury de
Albuquerque, New Mexico
demountain
partment
counties
was
a
of
advised
Georsuch
sick
enough
that
northern
arn't
for bed so they gia, and ut one place his speech was nomination was not needed.
continually Interrupted by the yells
These bills are not so scarce as
drag around and of
drunken man. He wan told not other issues, as ut tho time of their
their families to apay
any
appearance they were regarded
attention
tirst
to
"Had Hill."
get exasperated Hut after the speaking was
over h as curiosities, and many persons laid
with them.
met Hill, and asked him about his specimens away, and they exist In
There are two family. Hill's
ag had progressed to perfectly crisp condition.
B. HC DADS.
causes for this the pathetic stage, and he wapt aa
The third issue of legal tenders In
condition; bad habits and a weak he told of his tlv children growing 1S63 Included denominations of $5,
stomach. By bad habits I mean eating up In Ignorance in the hills, and he $10 $20, $50, $100. $500 and $1,000,
irregularly and too fast and not chew- said they had never seer, the Hlble. while the fourth of lb69 embraced the
Mr. .Smith went back to At- same denominations with the addition
ing the food thoroughly. The stom- When
lanta be sent a handsome copy of of the one, two and $10,000 bills. Of
ach gives out and loss of appetite, the
Hlble
to "Had Hill." When elec- this series the
bill Is rebilliou&ness, constipation, and general
day came around Hill proved garded us the handsomest printed up
debility result. First get the stomach tion
his appreciation by sending In the to that time. It had in the center
in bhape and then be more careful in mountain returns solid for Smith
of the obverse, the same portrait of
Ike future, and the worn out, despondWashington that Is now used on the
a
be
thing
ent, half sick feeling will
twenty dollar gold certlllcato.
The
two dollar bill showed a tine repreAUTO
of the past.
RECORDS
DisNew
Cooper's
Two bottles of
sentation of the eapltol.
Only one legal tender bill of the
covery will put the stomach in shape.
denomination of $10,000 was ever IsThere
rest.
do
will
sense
the
Common
WERE
BROKEN
sued, und that specimen Is now In the 1
are fifty thousand people ia this
treasury department at Washington.
country who know this to be true be.
All of the fourth Issue of notes of
tried
it.
they've
caa&e
186 ! are rare.
Of these bills and the
Tiiu
record
for
driving
of
one
them:
automobile
from
a
letter
Here's
across country was broken on Satur- subsequent one and two dollars issues
overwork,
from
was
down
run
all
"I
day, when 10. C. Sperry drove his Heo those which are scarcest are the 1869
signed by Allison nnd New;
lost atu'uition and energy and could machine
3
Katun to Dawson in reissues,
1875, Allison and Wynian; 1880, Hose-cran- s
not sleep. It was ditlicult for me to one hour from
thlrty-tlv- e
und
minutes,
and
and Huston; 1SS0, llosecrans
attend to my work owing to that tired-o- from Cimarron to luton in two houii
feelincr. I secured two bottles of and fifteen minutes, says the Itaton and Nebeker; 1S80, Scolleld and
1886, the silver notes bearing
ICange.
This was done with three
the New Discovery medicine and deportrait of Martha Washington.
EVENtermined to try it. The result de- men In the car K. a. t'rompton, theTho
scarcity of such bills Is Indilighted me for renewed strength and Charles Colgrove and Mr. Sperry.
by
hanmen
cated
the
fact
who
that
igor and energy came with the first
dle millions of dollars in paper money
Including Mr. Hoffiicr.
few doses. It's effect was different
every year and who are on the lookone day last week George Hoffner out for desirable
specimens of these
from anything I had ever taken. I
rarely come cross one of
fini&hed the two bottles now and feel was uiiYing twelve uig tiogs acro-- s rarities
on
Ice,
"
river
the
and Just as them.
E. McDade, liiami
well and strong again.
BIG
the hogs were about to reach land
other bills scarce when in tint; conS3J Dix Ave., Detroit, Mich.
they made a rush, breaking through dition are I hone bearing the. portraits
and giving Mr. Hoffner a ducking. of Hancock and Wlndom, and the coin
v
o
We hear favorable reports of these Hy bard work every hut w is snved
w hich allow the seere- ot. s ..f
famous medicines every day. Ask as Including Mr. Hotinei. Hale tMo. ) 1 iry of the treasury in his discretion
Hustler.
to redeem the notes in gold or silver
About them.
anti-wate-

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

e

ii

The Intricate rules of parllmen
tary law have proved a stumbling
otocK to many ambitious yet ignorant
politicians. A county chairman with
not much wit nor learning was much
annoyed by the superior skill of a
parliamentary leader of the opposition.
He became confused with the
dilatory motions and points of order
and cut the Uordlan knot of shouting "All motions made here or hereafter by Dr. White are out of order."
A gentleman of color who was pre
siding over a certain county conven
tion in a border state made a fam
ous speech. In which he said: "What
we don want In dis pahty Is fractions. Fractions Is hard figgerln' an'
will sholy bring us down in sorrer
an' white hair mto mde grave."
m

Think of the enormouciy
task of having every
tablet of Cascarets of the
many millions of tablets sent
out to the world the same as
every other tablet, equally
as dainty, sweet, palatable
difficult
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Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
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Depository for Atchison, Topeka

&

$500,006.M
$250,000.01

Santa Fe Railway Company

ten-doll- ar

two-thir-

r-

"Fellow-countryme-

Our Prices

Our Work

STATE NA T10 NIL BANK
NE

ALBUQUERQUE,

CAPITAL.

. . . .

$100,000.00
20,000.00

ar
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All Kinds

cap-tare-

Commercial Printing

Pamphlet

to

SURPLUS FUND .
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With ample Capital, Conservative Management and Representative
Board of Directors we are prepared to offer unexcelled factlitts
for the transaction of all legitimate branches of

Work
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President; Wm.
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

one-doll- ar

two-doll-

ar

T.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

CET1

one-doll-

Paint Now

one-doll-

two-doll-

before the vines are green und ciiaib-in- g
In your way, before the flowers
shame the appearance of your
building. "Twill be a better Job and
will do no harm to your plants. As
to the paint Itself, you can get none
better lots worse than If your buying of paints, oils, varnishes, putty,
etc., Is done at

ar

will

The Citizen Publishing Co.

one-doll-

RIO

Afternoon Newspaper f
c

ut

Gil-lilla- n;

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE
ING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR
CIRCULATION COUNTS,

LUMBER

CO.

Corner Third and Marquette

"OLD RELIABLE."

ESTABLISHED

18TI.

L. B. PUTNEY

ar

New Mexico's Leading

GRANDE

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Star.le Groceries In
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

0KOS00000
THE

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M.

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkoie Roofing

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico

We

are exclusive agents for

A pantry, cupboard and work
table combined. The only cabtop,
inet with an aluminum
made of the same material a
high grade cooking
utensils.
bright and
Can be washed
clean In an Instant, ready for
This
bread and
la only one of the many good
features.
Write for booklet whether you
buy or not. It is a pleasure to
deshow you this labor-savin- g
vice.
cake-makin-

UPON NEW ERA

i

THE FURNITURE MAN.
Corner Coal and Second.

Not, hj Boottrr Mm. Ok

West End Viaduct

TWO

S7

BUILD TRIPLE

ENGINEER

WIN

Phone
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DECK CARS TO
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S
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With Great B. & 0. and U P. Have Under Consideration Adoption
Presence of Mind.
of New Sheep Cars.
Credit MarRs.

Turned on Air

Bagioeer W. A. Baldwin of the
Saata Fe, who holds the throttle on
the Kite Track flyer, which leaves this
otty every afternoon at 8:33, Is a man
in whom the officials of the road have
a great amount of confidence, says
the San Bernardino Sun. On numerous occasions he has saved lives by
his clear,
action and thus
earned commendation from his superiors.
Bat the officials have Just had occasion to again compliment him, as
last Saturday afternoon as his train
waa bowling down the heavy grade
from Pasadena to Los Angeles, trying to make up a few minutes lost
time, there came near being a disaster
in which two women would have lost
cool-head-

their

lives.

The matter of building triple-dec- k
sheep cars, which was brought to the
attention of the railroads by the National Wool Growers' association at
Its recent Cheyenne meeting. Is re
ceiving serious consideration by thj
railroad officials of the Nebraska
Kansas and other western roads. The
Burlington and Union Pacific particularly are Investigating the feasibility
of such a car, with a view to economy
in handling the immense shipments
of sheep from the northwest, and
improving the forwarding service of
this class of live stock.
Vice President Mohler, of the Un
the
Ion Pacific, Is Impressed with
idea, and gave a promise to the sheep
men that the matter should receive
To that end he has
his attention.
given instructions for the investlga
tlon by the Union Pacific live stock
agents of what may be anticipated
from an adoption of a triple deck
car.
Live Stock Agent J. A. Eyler, of the
Burlington route, saw some objection
car, chief of which
to a three-stor- y
Is that It would be unsanitary.
He
thinks there Is a possibility of the
sheep being smothered by reason of
congestion, and says that the adoption of such a car would require the
building of an extra chute at every
stock yard In the country.
It Is probable that a few of these
cars, constructed of steel, will be
built at tho local shops of the UnThe Idea will
ion Pacific for a trial.
receive the consideration of the next
meeting of railroad live stock agents.

if,

un
The mining boom continues
abated. This fact is evidenced first
by the reports of unprecedented activity in all the camps, and second
by the thoroughly awakened Interest
of the Investing public in mines, mining and mining investments.
Not
only are tho preparations being caroperried forward for more extensive
ations and enlarged output with the
coming of spring, but. the machinery
and supply companies are being
deluged with orders for equipments
for the mines. Meanwhile, the funda
necessary for development work on
properties of proven value are readily forthcoming, and the absorption
of new securities Is of a magnitude
that demonstrates the popular faith
In the safety, permanency and prollt
of the mining industry.
naturally arises
The question
whether mining has now actually entered upon a new era of unprece
dented greatness and prosperity, or
whether we are to witness merely
the bursting of another speculative
bubble after the period of inflation
The answer to
has run Its course.
this question Is at least indicated in
a study of existing conditions In the
mining and Industrial world.
The position of gold mining In the
and Industrial
world's commercial
life Is unquestioned and unchallenged,
Overand is likely to remain so.
production is a risk never incurred
by the gold miner; the supply has
never equalled the demand, and never
will; for gold Is the standard of
vlaue, and the producer of gold can
In fat times
never lock a market.
and lean, accordingly, the gold mining Industry will be secure, and no
matter how many surface pockets
play out or prospect bubbles burst,
the great producing gold mines with
the aid of modern scientific methods
will continue to add their quota to the
world's wealth by hundreds of millions yearly.
As to the copper mining Industry,
It stands today apparently on more
solid foundations than ever in Its
previous history. In spite of the increased production, the supply of the
red metal still lags far behind the demand, with no present prospect of
any change In the situation.
The increasing and varied uses of copper for
electrical transportation, telegraphy,
telephoning and the commercial arts
afford the strongest possible assurances that copper mining is on a safe
tp
basis for years and generations
come.
The divided record of the
producing copper mines of the United
States for 1806 exceeded that of the
railroads of the nation, while the
price ui llie iiiecui is nun ihruci ui
In thirty years.

the train rounded the curve and
came In sight of the Arroyo Seco
bridge, near the South Pasadena ostrich farm, Engineer Baldwin waa
horrified to see two women standing
in the middle of the structure, waving
their arms In terror and probably
screaming, but the sound was drowned by the roar of the train. They were
little more than the length of the
train away and no time was to be
lost. It seemed Jmpossible for the
women to get offXvhe bridge, as It is
over 76 feet high and there Is little
loom on the sides of the rails.
Instantly Engineer Baldwin shut
off the steam and slapped on the emergency brake, causing the wheels to
nkld on the rails until the locomotive
was within 30 feet of the women. One
of the women by this time was on her
Lost Ills Wits.
knees on the ties, and the other had
"Is that magazine editor crazy?"
covered her face with her cloak, both NEW COPPER COMPANY
"No; Just a little excited because
apparently having given up all hope
COM M EXCES OPERATIONS. his funny writers have resigned in a
f escaping alive.
The only chance
The Uug Clifford Copper Mining body."
they could have taken wns to leap to company, with headquarters at
"Oh, I see. Not crazy, but lost hU
the stony bed of the creek, 70 feet
this county, has been organized,
Baltimore American.
below, which would have meant in- and is now engaged in the develop- wits."
stant death.
ment of Its properties.
All There Wus Room For.
It waa impossible for the women to
The property unon which this com"I see Governor Warner of Michiwalk around the Bide of the engine pany based its organization lies in
As

Os-cur- a,

and climb into the cab, and before
Engineer Baldwin could call to them,
one of them crept out on the
plank attached to one of the bridge
timbers, and the other letting herself
over the end of the ties stretched out
There
on one of the bridge timbers.
Baldwin
they clung while Engineer
slowly started his train and crept past
them at a snail's pace, with scarcely
six inches between them and the big
driving wheels. After the train crossed the bridge Engineer Baldwin looked back and saw the women creep
back up between the rails and wave
an adelu to the man who had saved
their lives, and he answered with a
blast of the whistle.
The matter came to the officials.
who complimented him. but he modestly replied: "Oh, that was nothing,
any man would have done that."
Baldwin has run this train for
years and bears the distinction of
Eighhaving never had a fatality.
teen months ago he was In charge of
the flyer when the Limited collided
with Ms rear end at Olendora. Baldwin was standing beside his engine
waiting for orders, when he glanced
back and saw the Limited rounding
the curve at 40 miles an hour. There
was no time for orders; Instead he
leaped Into the cab, pulled the throttle wide open with one Jerk and had
his train well under motion when the
Limited struck the rear end thus saving many lives. While a number of
persons were Injured In that wreck,
none died.
In his personal appearance Baldwin Is a most modest man and ordinarily would attract but hctie attention. But he knows how to handle an
engine and keep a cool head when
he needs It.
12-in-

ltl lM OFFICE FOU
KANT A FE ROUNDHOUSE
M. J.
Mechanical Superintendent
Urury of the Santa Fe. with headquarters at La Junta, was in Colorado
Springs Tuesday for the purpose of
arranging for the construction of a
new office for the roundhouse.
The new office lately completed
car the same spot was for Division
Foreman Olucas, and was a long-fewant much appreciated; It took the
place of the old office torn down.
This new roundhouse office will be
commodious and will be equipped and
furnished In a strictly first class and
modern manner in every particular.
It will be in keeping with various other Improvements lately made for the
operating department of trie road in
this city.
m

the Oscura mining district, Socorro
county, and was formerly held by
W. M. Ferguson.
The Incorporators
come mainly from Indian Territory
and Oklahoma, although Mr. Ferguson and Thomas Johnson retain interests in the corporation.
The company la preparing und will
immediately ship a carload of ore
to the El Paso smelter, and from the
tests made the company feels confident of good returns from tho shipment. A force of men Is at work
taking out ore for this shipment, and
also a shift Is at work putting down
a shaft. Funds are on hand to meet
all expenses of development, and it
Is the Intention of the company to
do some distinct development and at
thie same Unit continue ore ship
ments.
W. M. Ferguson is manager of the
company, and Joe Cochran, an old
and experienced miner, has charge of
Capital!
the development
work.
News.

The Instinct 1 Viiiinliii'.'
can't be with you this
afternoon, but Percy has asked me
to go automobile riding with him."
And he 11 propose to you, too.
See if he doesn't."
"What makes you think so?"
"He proposed to me last ninht and
I refused him."
'So sorry I

Another Pittsburg.
It's laughable to see some Chacrin
Falls people turn up their noses at
the Thaw trial evidence. No use going out of town to look for such
Hastiness, so long as some citizens
act as they do. Chagrin Falls (O.)
Exponent.

MCVKW.
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Copper Industry Stands Up Passengers Enjoying Cheap
on a Particularly Sound
Rate Must Buy Mileage Books.
Foundation.

J. D. EMMONS

PAGE

FARE WORKS

OF PROSPERITY

g.

CITIZEN.

ENTERS HOW TWO CENT

MINING

Fccsler Kitchen Cabinet

OopTTllhud.

EVENTKQ

ALBUQUERQUE
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gan was inaugurated while In bed."
"That so? How many
were under the bed?" Philadelphia
Ledger.
office-seeke-

rs

tesplte the fact that the two-cefare bill as sought to be amended by
the railroads of the stats thus became
a law of Kansas, complaint has been
made by some of the transportation
companies that the law was "confiis-catory- ."
W. J. Black, rassenger traffic manager of the Santa Ke, Tuesday gave out such a statement. The
law, as enacted, with the Noftzlger
amendment, provided that the railroads should Issue 500 or 1,000-mil- o
books for two cents a mile; otherwise
the traveling public must pay three
cents, as usual.
Mr. Black said that preparations
would go forward at once looking to
lie
the compliance with the law.
said:
"What we do will be dour from a
We will
business standpoint alone.
begin right away making preparations to get out the mileage books.
That will require a great deal of
work, as the system by which they
are to be handled Is rather complicated.
It will probably be thirty
days before we have these mileage
books ready for sale. It will be neces
sary for us to establish a clearing
house which will be apart from the
passenger department. The functions
of this clearing house will ue to han
dle these mileage books as thry are
returned from the owner for his re
As you know, the mileage
bate.
books are to be Issued at a flat two
cent rate for 600 miles and If the entire amount is not used during the
year the railroads charge three cents
per mile for amount used and rebate
This law is going to
the balance.
be almost as hard on the railroads
as the two-cefare straight would
have been. It practically compels us
rate on all long
to give a two-cerate to an
trips and make a two-ceMost
people who travel very much.
any one will use 600 miles in a year
and so It will be a very small per cent
of our business that will come under
fare.
the three-ce"We. of course, are going to econ
omize and this will be done by cut
ting down the passenger accommoda
Other roads are taking off
tions.
trains on account of the reduction in
passenger fares and we will have to
do the same. I do not like to have to
say this right at this time for fear
that what I say will be construed as
threats of retaliation."
Mr. Black said, however, that he
be
didn't know Just what else would
done looking to the saving of money
by the Santa Fe company.
The details of the abolishment of service on
branch lines he couldn't discuss at
great length.
He said further that
the company would fight tho Missouri
two-celaw, and that matter had
been decided.

A Full Line of Boys' Pants, All Styles, just Received

M. MANDELL
i

ALBUQUERQUE

A Sixingo.
Joe Hachman of up Itraden-tow- n
way, was In these parts Sunday in his gasoline buggy, accompanied by Mrs. Uachman, Mrs. Green
and Mrs. Price. "The scent of gasoline hangs 'round us still," but we
don't mind, for Joe and his folks are
likeable people and we're glad to
have them with us. Come again, Joe.
Next time we premise to have something wet In the editorial sanctum.
Shell Beach (Fla.) Fudge.

proven
The value of S. S. S. as a blood
Its forty years of successful service in the treatment of blood and skin di
eases of every character. It is the best known and most pcncrally uset
blood medicine on the market today, because in the forty years of its exist
enee it has not disappointed those who have used it, and as a result of iti
universal success in curing disease it has made friends EVERYWHERE
It has been on the market for forty years, and its record in that tiuu
is one of which we are justly proud it is a record of forty years ol
cures. As a remedy for Rheumatism, Catarrh, Scrofula, Sores and Ulcers
Skin Diseases, Contagious Blood Poison and all diseases arising from ai
impure or poisoned condition of the blood, S. S. S. has no equal. It goei
Into the circulation and thoroughly cleanses it of all impurities and makes t
complete and lasting cure of these troubles and disorders. It furnishes t(
qualities
and
weak, polluted blood, rich,
and as this pure, fresh stream circulates through the . system, nil parts of tin
S. S. S. is the oulj
body are invigorated and made strong and health-blood medicine on the market that can claim absolute freedom from mineral!
in any form. This great medicine is the product of nature's forests anc
fields, and is made from the healing, cleansing juices and extracts of roots
herbs and barks. It is, therefore, in addition to being a certain cure foi
blood troubles, an absolutely safe medicine for young or old. It is not at
experiment to use S. S. S. ; it is a remedy with a record ami one that has
proven its worth and ability by its forty years of cures. If you need a blooc
remedy bop; in the ttseof S. S. S., and write our physicians and they will senc
you a book concerning your trouble, and will give you, without charge, anj
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA, GA.
medical advice.
lx-'e-
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EVENTS

$200 REWARD.

Is offered for the capture of
tlmo Pettlne, the murderer of Ben- detto Berardlnelll. Crime waa
mltted In Albuquerque Monday. Fete--

ALMANAC EVENTS.
March 17. St. Patrick's Day.
ruary 4.
C. A. and
March 21. Spring begins.
March 24. Palm Sunday.
March 25. Lady Day; annunciation.
March 29 Good Friday.
and CURE
March 31 Easter Sunday.
May 30 Memorial Day of G. A. R.
WITH

C.

GRANDK.

couch
thi LUNGS

Dr. King's

Kliciiniatlc Pains Relieved.
Chamberlain's Pain Balm relieves
rheumatic pains and makes sleep
and rest possible, which Is alone
Santa Fe, N. M., March 15. Ths worth many times Its cost. B. F.
following articles of Incorporation Crocker, Esq., now 84 years of age,
have been riled at the otlice of Ter- and for twenty years justice of the
ritorial Secretary J. W. Reynolds:
peace at Martlnsburg, Iowa, says:
The Publicity Corporation.
Prin- "I am terribly afflicted with sciatic
cipal otlice at 117 (Sold avenue,
my left arm and
In
rheumatism
N. M. Principal agent, the right hip. I have used
botCorporation Organization and Man- tles of Chamberlain's Pain three
rialm and
agement company.
Capital stock, it did me lots of good." For sale
0
$1,000,000; par value $100 each;
by all druggists.
subscribed with which to commence business. Term of existence,
ilfty years. Objects, to carry on a
general manufacturing business. Tho
Incorporators are : David S. Boucher,
J. A. Heal F. H. Cole, J. M. Sylvester.
Oeorge T. Gould, all of Albuquerque.
The Fort Sumner & Pecos Land
Co.
Principal olilce at Las Vegas.
San Miguel county.
Principal agent
In New Mexico, Albert T. Rogers, Jr..
of Las Vegas. Capital stock, 125,000,
of the par value of $10 each; $3,880
subscribed with which to commence
business.
Term of existence, fifty
years, objects are to carry on general land and colonization business.
The Incorporators are: John S. Taylor, ollva Taylor, of Kansas City;
Wallace Wesley Taylor, of Trlnldud,
Colo. ; Kittle Doss Myers, of Dallas.
Texas, and Albert Rogers, Jr., of East
Las Vegas.
Mcotlng of Penitentiary Coiiiinlt-ini- i.
The board of penitentiary commissioners met Tuesday in called session, COMING IN OCT OF THE COLD
at the territorial penitentiary. There we appreciate a perfectly heated
were present F. II. Pearce, Las Vegas, house,
but it Is not every house that
president; Juan Navarro, Mora, secretary; W. H. Newcomb, Silver City; Is properly warmed. If yours Is lackCharles F. Easily, Santa Fe, anil ing In any way, or If you are undeMalaquias Martinez, Taos.
Routine cided what is the best system to Inbusiness was transacted, accounts stall In a new house and need Inforwere audited and approved and tho mation that Is trustworthy and valInstitution was thoroughly inspected. uable,
us know of your trouble.
The superintendent was authorized to We areletspecialists
for hot water, hot
expend $2,000 from the road fund for
grading machinery and teams by the air and steam heating.
commission.
Notaries Public Appointed.
ingCo
The following have been appointed
notaries public by Governor Jlager-maAlbu-ciuerqu- e,

nt

Mr.

COMING

Fort Sumner and Pecos Land
Company Organized.
Notaries Appointed.

nt

nt

MEN
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YEARS OF CURES
40purifier
bj
thoroughly
has

g

take pride in having their boys well dressed,
involves correct style. We are as particular
about boys' styles as about men's but careful that exclusive-nes- s
does not mean high price. Our boys' section was never
so full of novelties never seemed so bright. You are wel"k
come to look never under obligation to buy.
if

MOTHERS

nt

OUR REC0R1

health-givin-

OUR CLOTHING KOK BOYS

Now Discovery
0NSUMPTI0N

B0oI.W
Free Trial.

FORCOUGHSan
OLDS

Surest and Quickest Cure for U
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

$2,-00-

'

ill M'ltBjl

n:

Julian Montoya, San Pedro, Socorro
county; C. J. Probst, Ablqul, Rio Arriba county; William G. Davenport,
Tudarosa, Grant county; James E.
Curren, Melrose,
Roosevelt county.
lT. W. Edes, pinon.
Otero county
Herman Parsons, Wlllarcl, Torrance
county; J. J. Hale, Luna, Socorro
county;
William Mansfield, Aden,
Dona Ana county; T. A. Harrison,
Roswell, Chaves county; Lino Garcia,
Garcin, Union county.
Saved Her Son's Lift
The happiest mother in the little
town of Ava, Mo., Is Mrs. S. Ruppee.
She writes:
"One year ago my son
was down with such Berlous lung
trouble that our physician was
to help him; when, by ouj
druggist's advice I began giving him
King's
New Liscoviry, and 1
Dr.
1 kspt
soon noticed Improvement.
this treatment up for a few weeks
when ho was perfectly well. He has
worked steadily since at carpente
work. Dr. King's New Discovery
saved his life." Guaranteed best
cough and cold cure by all dealers.
COc and
100. Trial bottle free.
un-tb- le

...The

"SHORT

LINE"

to the mining camps of Colorado,

Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, Is
by way of Santa Fe, N. M and
the
DENVER

& RIO GRANDE
RAILROAD

through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the San Juan country
of Colorado.

For Information as to rates,
train service, descriptive literature
address.

S. K. IIOOrER,
Gcncrnl Passenger & Ticket Agent
Denver, Colo.
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FOR SALE BY S. VANN

Olf.

maculae ana
faPiles.
lttbsortwibetaMn
allays tne ltabingatonc,MSM
ufl a Doultlce. ffvta limlanK mm
llet. Dr. Williams' Indian Pilo Ola,
ment In orenared for Pllmaadlufe.
Inn of ihe private pun. Every bmn ls
warranted, llv driiirfffotit. hv maflM m- rrlpt of price. M cents and SI. OU. Will IIHF

DON J. RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTA'
LOANS.

Automatio Phone 4 St.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Bulldtnff

A. E. WALKER,

rma

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Ilulldlng 1 1 mini
tlnn. Office at 217 West IUllroM
avenue.

W. E.

MAUGER

WOOL

with Raube and Mauger
Of nee, 115 North First SC
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

TOTI A

aR AO I

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hyt
Qraln and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines LlqtMW
and Cigars. Place your orders tm
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD ST.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
All Kinds of

Fresh and Salt

Steam Sausage Factory.
EM Hi KLIEXWORT
Masonlo Building, North Third

7.

A. SLEYSTEH

INSURANCE, REAL ESTATH
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Rooms 12 and 14 Cromwell Block.
Albuquerque. Telephone No. 1M,
your ROUGH DRV wrfe,
and get It back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.
Give u

Monday,

TO

lt

The gross earnings per mile of the
Santa Fe for the month of January,
1S07. were $831, as compared with
$737 per mile in the same month of
10, an Increase of $'J4 per mile, or
about 12', a per cent, r or the seven
months ended January 31 last, the
gross earnings per mile were $5,763
as compared with $5,089 per mile In
the corresponding period a year ago
an Increase of $664 per mile, or ap
proximately 12 per cent.
The Rock Island has declared a
uuarterly dividend of 1 U per cent
payable April 1, to the stock of record
March 15. This will bring the road
up to 6 per cent per annum. Nearly
every division shows very handsome
earnings tor last quarter, tne t,. tt
11. Tdivision bringing up its full
per cent.
-

The inspectors In asking questions
of the passangers on the car at El
Paso Thursday morning detected a
Spaniard by his excellent Spanish an. I
he was compelled to pay the customary alien head tax of $2. lie was
rather furprised, as he was merely
cominx to visit the city.
Our ROUGH PRY work aon'i have
to be washed over. Imperial Laun-drCo.

.
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Its Location
-

,

BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M , AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x140
FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK a. li GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1,500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
BELEN
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
MERCANTILE
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS, ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POiNT FOR WOOL. FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE,
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY jN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.
y
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Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

I

BECKER,

Pies

WM.

--
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B
H
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Railway Center
FAST

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARM LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRAN
TY
MONEY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
CASH.
S
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.
ONE-THIR-

Im-

H. BERGER, Sec'y

X00000004K0

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.

Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

MX

O

LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAIN'S OF THE SANTA FE WILL CO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
ALL

The Belen Town and Improvement

The Belen Town and
provement Co.

OO

K

COME TO BELEN, N, M.
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MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR,
8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

IF

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
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LOCAL, AND

room at the Lakeside hospital
for treatment and where he will re
main ror Severn I wika Kfra Mi-nt comfortably located with a
private ramlly nearby nnd calls nt the
nonpuai every day.
It has been some time since there
has been such a lull In the marriage
nuniness as has been the case for the
last week. Nut a license lins been Is.
sued for six days. Of course the season
of Ient Hlwava has some pffert nnnn
the love lorn, and It Is xneeted that
the swains will be plenty as aoon as
the season of
has passed
Percy Hawley and D. K. Wllbanks
returned yesterday rrom a week's
hunting trip at Sablnal, bringing with
them as trophies of the hunt, sixty- seven mallards, bluebllls and teal.
They report all kinds of experiences.
Mr. Wllbanks miscalculated the dis
tance from a boat he was In nnd the
hank of the river and nearly drowned
before he could be pulled out. Ducks
were scarce. Most "f those killed
were single ducks, which were found
loafing on the lakes after the main
lllght had gone north.
iit-iK--
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WEST

WEATHER FORECAST.
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Ienver, March

15.

and Saturday.

Shoes of Quality and Style
l
Shoe buyers always seek utility first.
When this chief
of shoemaklns Is lacking, all other points, though they may be of
the highest order, will never make good the loss of this essential
But quality without embellishment docs not appeal to discriminating buyers. It requires the combination of both to pleas
Hiem.
Beautifying quality Is a thing that has been accomplished In
our new Spring Shoes, without any extra charge for the process.
Our shoes In compnrlson with rivals at even prices will show you
the advantage attractive shoemnklng gives them over the ordinary
kind.
fea-lur-

SHOES OF QUALITY AND STYLE FOR MEN
$2.00 TO
SHOES OF QUALITY AND STYI.E FOR WOJIKN.. . 1.S5TO
KlIOl-OF OfAMTV AM) STYLE FOR CHILDREN 1.00 TO

e.

$4.0(1

5.00
2.R0

tonight

Fair

Atteml the skutlnR rink tonlKht.
f. A. (Just of ft. Inuin Is In the
city.
It. H. Collier, of Anmrlllo. Texas,
Is in town today.
F. H. farter of Chicago Is a business visitor here.
H. H. Shaw of Denver Is a business
visitor to the city today.
J. H. Klllott of Kansas City is slopping In the city today.
William Itatradon. of Sun Antonio.
Texas, Is In town today.
Edward R. Ford of Kansas City is
transacting business here.
A. W. Mol)!, of Santa Fe, is trans- acting Imsiness In the t'lty.
M. P. Kenpenlelt of Peralta
Is a
business man In town today.
I. G. Krorker of Cheney, Kan., la
In the city for a short stay.
E. H. Ingram of Whlchlta came In
last night on a business mission.
J. If. Mllllkln of Kansas City is a
business visitor to the city today.
Herman Schweitzer, of the Alva-rad- o
curb), M In Gallup on business.
II. A. Scott of New York City Is
among the visitors from afar today.
II. N. Krhard of El Puso came In
this morning for a short stay In this
city.
Col. E. V. Dubson has returned to
the city from a business trip t. .vtntu

C
Santa Fe Attorney Makes a

118-12-

2nd.

S.

0

2 So
4 Sc.

for Coffee

and 15c per lb.

I

b.

I

b

tins, 85c.
.tins, $1.00.

Capitol Coffee
I

lb. Vncket,
1.00.

premium,

with

Oolden Oate ooffee- - lb. tins, 40c.
- lb. tins, 80c.
nothlng like It In the city. Try
1-

2-

Something
coffee,

JOO

to 40c

4

GEO. W. HICKOX

NEW

can.

T. T. MAYNARD

CO.

HICKOX-AUYNAR- D

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT

SOUTH

SECOND ST.

Wagner Hardware
Foarth and Railroad

Co.

Avienae

Rarebit

A
,

t- -

Manning, Bowman & Go.

Chafing Dish
liaa produced a rtaiuty monel to
your guest. He sure to ee thatrebate
your
chafin
dish U supplied
patcutcd aeamleaa ''Ivory"with th

ima

only In Man-Din- g,
Hi Cu. Chafing Dlabcs.
ton BALI BY
pnu-lou-

uil

Stacpherson returned to the
city last night from a hurried trip to
Santa. Fe.
A. Harney came down from Santa
Fe last night and Is a business visitor
In the city today.
Mrs. Belle Beach of Ocean Park,
Calif., Is a pleasure seeker in town
for a few days.
Alfred Orunsfeld returned home
last night from looking after political
mutters at Santa Fe.
Mr. nnd Mrs. E. Osgood of Oak
Park, 111., are tourists in the city
while en route to the coast.
Ladles of the O. A. R. will meet
in regular session at Odd Fellows' hall
tomorrow evening at 7:30 o'clock.
A very well filled house was sold
out at the Elks' opera house last night
by the play "A Race for a Widow."
Ben and Simon Blbo, well known
merchants of Valencia county, were
buying supplies In the city yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. N. Reynolds, of
Illdervillo, Ala., are in the city for a
few duys. They are cn route to California.
A well known Santa Fe brakeman
and a popular young lady of the city
discussed carpets at a local furniture
store today.
J. A. Wood, the Golden mining
man, is in the city accompanied by
A. Graff, a well known mining man
of Denver.
y
The new oven and
addition to the Pioneer bakery property
on South First street is rapidly near-in- g
completion.
J. W. Cummlngs. a Santa Fe conductor, with headquarters at El Paso,
came In last night and will remain in
the city over today.
George M. Harrison, son of Dr. and
Mrs. o. W. Harrison, celebrated a
birthday yesterday by entertaining! a
number of young friends.
"The County Chairman."
which
was booked at El Paso Wednesday
night of this week, plays at Colorado
Springs Saturday night.
Money to loan on first mortgage
real estate security at low rate of
interest. We charge no commission.
Occidental Life Insurance Co.
There will be a regular meeting of
Adah Chapter No. 6, O. E. 8., this
evening at 7:30. By order of Worthy
Matron. Laura Fluke, secretary.
The Albuquerque Traction company
has made arrangements to have the
American Lumber company band play
at Traction park on Sunday after
IJ. A.

two-stor-

T. B. Catron,
New Mexico,

a leading politician
and one of tho
wealthiest men in the territory, made
a flying trip from I.os Angeles to
Denver last Tuesday, Just to spend a
In

couple of hours with his son, John
Catron, says the Denver News. While
the New Mexican, who is generally
regarded as a "dead ringer" for
Grover Cleveland, had some minor
business matters to talk over with tho
son, me trip was more to have a
couple of hours' paternal visit with
the boy than anything else.
John Catron is en route to New
York. He was going through Denver
when he received word that his
father was hastening from the coast
to meet him here.
The young man
waited at the Brown Palace. The two
were Immediately closeted in the elder's room, and to all inquiries Mr.
Catron replied:
"Don't want to be bothered
Tho elder Catron was formerly
delegate to congress from ,ew Mex
co, and Is the "big boss" of the terri
tory. He is suld to be Interested with
Senator W. A. Clark, of Montana, in
the latter's recent Colorado invest
ments, and is believed to be concern
ed in Clark's purchase of the Ver- majo park, near Trinidad, the great
estate established by the millionaire,
Hartletts, of New York. While the
Bartletts had the place it was maintained In regal style, but Clark is
thought to have purchased It for the
coal which is believed to underlie the
thousands of acres scattered about
the Raton rang.?.
The inference has
been that Clark Intends offering act
ive opposition to the Colorado Fuel &
Iron company in the coal field, and it
is believed that Catron is heavily interested In the cleal.
Catron Is owner of many thousands
of acres In New Mexico, including the
Tlerra Amarllla grant in Hlo Arriba
county, N. M. He left yesterday, and
his son continued on to New York.
Young Catron gained considerable
notice some months ago by making a.
Hying trip from Santa Fe to Denver
In an automobile, with a number of
his friends. He is engaged in looking after some of his father's numerous enterprises:

STWK OF FEED IS ALL THE
AVE
GRIM) OUR OWN
J. F. PALMER.
Black cat stockings is what you

MY

BEST.
FEED.

will buy If you want the best in wear,
fit and color for the least money. All

noons.
sizes for men, women and children.
Mr. and Mrs. W. II. Matson, who Prices range from 12 Hto 50 cents.
were called here from San Francisco At C. May's shoe store, 314 West Raila couple of weeks ago by the deain road uvenue.
of Mr. Matson's father, left on the
flyer today for home.
ASPARAGUS.
CAULIFLOWER,
Harry Bohag and Mrs. I. V. Boudi- CELERY,
not, of this city, were married In El

to be propcrlyprrpartd should be made
in a Maimivif, Honmun Cnafmg Dinb.
Alwava.-ca!yno worn-innlout fire.
a luauli, ami i'u a few wiuutca
the

elrl rood
Lowmun

News Reporter.

this city.

Our Leaders- - --The Celebrated Richelieu (Coffees

Packages,
1 lb. tins,

Big Hit With Denver

clown last night for

HEAD LETTUCE,
Paso today, says a telegram which
RADISHES,
reached the city this afternoon.
Mr.
NEW POTATOES, FTC.
and Mrs. Bohag will return to the
city Sunday morning.
FREE! FREE! 1'ltEK!
The millinery stores of the cltv are
Baud Concert by American Lumber
holding their spring receptions this Company
Bund, Traction Park, SunSteward-Lamafternoon.
Madam
day afternoon.
Miss Lutz, Miss McPartland and the
firm of Krwiu & Paynter will keep
their stores open tonight for the late
comers.
II. II. Moore, traveling
passenger
TURKEYS,
Hgent for the Santa Fe at Los Angeles
YOUNG DUCKS,
Is In the city awaiting a Gates ExcurYOUNG GEESE,
Co.
sion train, which is expected to arBROILERS,
rive from Mexico.
Mr. Moore will
SPRINGS,
accompany It to the Grand Canyon
HENS,
und Los Angeles.
FRESH LOBSTERS,
FRESH SALMON,
The employes of the American
SEAUslllIT OYSTERS,
Lumber company's
sash and door
NEW POTATOI --S.
plant are smoking good cigars today
on J. A. Johnson.
The occasion of
all this smoke is the arrival of a girl
baby at tho Johnson home. 915 North
Second street. Mr. Johnson is a popular employe of the mills.
Word comes from Chicago that W.
AVE
T. McCrelght, business manager
ASPARAGUS.
of
The Evening Citizen, is getting along
CAULIFLOWER,
nicely.
Finding
CELERY,
his
condition serious
We Invite
on reaching Chicago, he sloped over
HEAR LETTUCE,
RADISHES,
and consulted a specialist, who after
NEW IHJTATOKS, F1V.
diagnosing the case, advised taking a
AT MAI.OY'S
AT MALOY'S
WANTED EXTRA
SALESMEN
AND SALESLADIES AT THE LION
So on Shoe Troubles gooff"
STOKE; EXPERIENCED PREFER
RED. LEON . STERN.
THE BEST BULK OLIVES YOU
TASTED, FIJI IN AND DEVII
EER
ED. AT THE MONARCH GROCERY
b,

Wagnei
Hardware Co.
Successors to Albuquerque Hardware
Fourth and Railroad Avenue

Tin mm

THE

Diamond

jenr utile

Wucies, Jewelry, Cat aiasi. Clock.
aud fuarante A SQUARE DEAL.

"When

Bll?erre

Walk-Ove- rs

The Home of the

"

The

best leather for hard service is used
m the Walk-Ove- r
Shoe. It stands
the test for railroad work and lumbering
better than all other brands.

Olll

Oxfords or high cuts as you may choose
A trial will convince you that you should always wear Walk-Over-

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

-

ASSORTMENTS

OF THE

Hart, Schaffner and Marx Clothes

L. KEMPENICIL

Miss Plillhrick'a

alii

TICKETS

MAKES ARE ALSO IN EVIDENCE IN OITt DISPLAY
RELIABLE SUITS, WHICH WE GUARANTEE, CAN BE ILAD AT
PER SUIT. THEY ARE UP TO DATE. WLL
FITTING, WELL MADE AND OF RELLABLE STUFF.
IN OTHER

912. 914, AND 9t

COAL

Green Mill Wood, per load.

NEW LINE OF

BOYS'

CLOTHING

WE HAVE PUT IN A NEW LINE OF BOY'S' AND YOUNG MEN'S
SUITS WHICH WE CLAIM TO BE THE BEST VALUES KVEH
OFFERED IN THIS CITY. SCHOOL SUITS AT 9. 95. AND 99
WINCH ARE ABSOLUTELY RIGHT.
ALSO
SOME STYLISH
YOUTH'S SUITS AT $14, OF WHICH WE ARE PARTICULARLY
PROUD.

.. .12.25

W. H. HAHN & CO.
Both Phones.

HONEY

10 lba.

Nice

$1.00.

Extracted Honey
Order by Postal.

P. Allen, Box

W.

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

for

202, Albuquerque,

KB

SI J

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad and Ccpp0r Ave., Tel. 74

fflardwaire InfJerchamits
STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED
SADDLERY

-

-

HARNESS

g2

...

John Deere Plows and Implements
.
Mrfnrtntrtr If a nrArc auu
411 Dnniio
iuwvviiuiwik luiniia
n&uaiis
niuuua uaguua

0
o
0
o
o

0
o

0
0
o
0

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

Harvesting Machinery
.Not Made by the Trust

I.

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - -

-

s

FULLY WARRANTED

For
Write
Prices
"Wt'.WH.TSVMiliX'"

Albuquerque. He

Mexico

3C

Home Insurance the Best
E CANNOT refrain from again Baying something about Home Insurance,
Every time that the proposition presents Itself of the
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arliona for life insurance to eastern cities, the con
viction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain In the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when It can be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It Is gratifying to note that home Insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more Its just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here?
ness written.
It can If
every Individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
Is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.

w

EXCHANGED

Traaiaetloat

Guaraafio

s

1

Address Home Office,

18 W, R. R, Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALOUQUERQUEtlN.'M.

AT TMK
COLOMBO HALL DANCING SCHOOL
Admission

50c

.

.

.

tidies free

BhskaOLsal

i
3

Wholesale Distributors

Mstoolatlon Offlot

BOSEKFIEID'S,

1

KITCHEN WARE, KOSTLAN WASHING MACHINES

AGENTS FOR
Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

BOUGHT. SOLO

AND

Popular Price Goods

Genuine American
block, tier
ton
S6.r0
Cerrllloa Lamp
S0.50
.Anthracite Nnt
$8. SO
Anthracite mixed
$9.00
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
slice
$0.50
Clean Gat Coke
IU.0O
WOOD.

irnLy

FIXTURE OF OUR BUSINESS. THESE GOODS
i,110" Ct'ASS AS ANY HEADY M ADE GOODS ON EARTH
,A.RK. M?LlR REASONABLE IN PRICE THAN MOST Or
WK VLOTE THESE SUITS AT f 18.04,
9U0.00,
TO 928.00.
TV.S

Kindergarten

Is now located in the Woman's club
building, 814 West Gold avenue. New
pupils will be received at any time
during the remainder of this month.

llio AiihtIihii I.uiuIht Coniutny
Rantl will give n frcw roiuvrt ut Trac
tion l'urk Sunday uru'rinxin.
HIT WHERE YOU CAN GET
GROCERIES. 1'RESH MEATS. FEED
'OF Al l, KINDS AND SAVE MONEY.
.1. F. PALMER. 501 NORTH FIRST
STREET. PHONE 487.
To Chicken Feeaera.
Mausard'a M 11 la are aelllng good
wheat at 11.40 per 100 lbs.

R.R.

$3.50 and $4.00

FEELING OF PRIDE THAT AVE CALL TOUR ATTENTION i.'
TO OUR FIRST DISPLAY OF SPRING
ON SHOW
IN OUR BIO WINDOW. AS STATED BEFORE SUITS
WE PROPOSII
TO MAKE THE SALE OF

LATEST IN SPRING AND SUMMER
GOODS FOR LADIES, GENTLEMEN,
MISSES, BOYS AND INFANTS ARE
ALMOST COMPLETE.

COMPANY.

Walk-Ov- er

FEE,

DIS-PLAY-

o-

Palace

RAILROAD
D'.smoada.

1.

Fi. W.

SOUTH FIRST ST.

NOTICE THE EXTRAORDINARY
LOW PRICES ON OUR
S
MILLINERY.
SEE WINDOW
AT L. K EM PEN ICR'S.

LIKE GROVER

r. i. t;rienion or sarua ire came
a short visit to

BRIGHAM
Headquarters

'PHONE

flOl

OPENING DISPLAY

LADIES, YOU ARE CORDIALLY
INVITED TO VISIT OUR STORE
AND INSPECT OUR MILLINERY
DISPLAY.
L. KEMPENICIL

CATRON

Fe.

C. N.

rvmtNATTONAL
TAR
FOOT
REMEDY. TO KEKP FEET IN
GOOD CONDITION, FOR SORE OR
FEET,
TENDER
FOR
NAII
WOUNDS,
FOR SCRATCHS, FOR
THRUSH, FOR CORNS, FOR QUARTER CRACKS, FOR CONTRACTED
ALL KINDS OF GUARAN
FEET.
TEED REMEDIES FOR STOCK.
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